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BABY PUPPY DOG - GRADED 1-9 VERY PROMISING
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FREEVALE CAUSIN CHAOS
Cayos Noriswand/Eigenschaft Regal Flame
SIERSHA ARCHER
Aimsway Stone cold/Siersha Queen Onabbu
DELLAHUND QUIVER N RAVE
Karlos Werthermuhle/Dellahund Ice Melody
ANDACHT I AM LEGEND
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
VLADIMIR CHICKAWAHWAH
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
ETERNBUR SAMBA DANCER
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Nujaclyn Evas Dancer
VOLSCAIN TITAN
Karlos Werthermuhle/Siwa Gelder Hof
SUNDANEKA MAYKO
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
RAMORRA DON CORLEONE
Uras Trafalga/Nitezest Tatiana

MINOR PUPPY DOG - GRADED 1-2 VERY PROMISING 2-3 PROMISING
1
2
3
4

AIMSWAY BOOTS
Aimsway Aramis/Aimsway Bobbi Sue
SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneeberg Pure Charm
SENMORAALLABUZZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
BRAYLINE OUTA NEUTRAL
Andacht Don Pedro/Ambala Tierra

PUPPY DOG - GRADED 1-5 VERY PROMISING 6-7 PROMISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DURNSTEIN CAPTAIN KIRK
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE
Dellahund Desert Driver/Dellahund High N Posh
ANDACHT ARMANDO
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Quina
SUNDANEKA JETSTREAM
Sundaneka Ned Kelly/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
SIOBAHN TITAN
Aldaina Wizard/Siobahn Barcelona
ALJUDAN CREATE ASTORM
Jonkahra Matrix/Aljudan Catch Twentitoo
BHUACHAILLE UNAI
Cayos Noriswand/Bhuachaille Expectations

JUNIOR DOG-GRADED 1-6 VERY GOOD
1
FREMONT TOO HOT TO HANDLE AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
64cm -just above medium size, strong, substantial, masculine harmoniously constructed dog, well coloured dog of very good
type, strong head, good eye colour, very good length of neck moulding into a nice high wither, firm dry back, good lay of croup,
very good fore and hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, pasterns could be firmer, very good chest proportions,
exhibits much harmony of type in stance, correct going and coming elbows and hocks still to firm, exhibits powerful drive with
very good forehand reach where the topline and back remain firm and dry and convincing.
2
FREEVALE SWEET LACHLAN
Aimsway Stone Cold/Freevale Crazy For Love
64.5 cm - well above medium size, strong, substantial, masculine black and gold dog of excellent type, strong head, eye could
be just a little darker, good length of neck, high withers, firm dry back, slightly steep croup, very good fore slightly deep
hindquarter angulation with good broad upper thigh, stands correct in front, very good fore and underchest development, in
stance presents balanced harmonious picture, steps correct coming and going both elbows and hocks should be firmer, exhibits
powerful dynamic drive with very good ground covering movement where back remains firm.
3
KUIRAU QUINLAN
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Fantasia
62 cm - correct medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched masculine dog of very good type, strong masculine head,
desired dark eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm dry back, slightly short croup very good fore where the upper arm
could be a little longer, very good hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest development, stands straight in front,
very good top and underline, steps correct going and coming where elbow connection could be firmer, exhibits powerful drive
with good forehand reach where back remains firm.
4
KELINPARK QUASAR
Cayos Noriswand/Kelinpark Indian Summer
64cm - above mediuim size, strong slightly stretched substantial masculine dog, strong head, good eye colour, stands straight in
front, high withers, firm straight back, slightly flat slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be
a little longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good broad upper thigh, exhibits powerful drive with good
reach where the wither could be a little higher in movement.
5
KUIRAU QUADE
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Fantasia
65cm - large, strong, substantial, slightly stretched masculine dog of very good type, very strong masculine head, desired dark
eye, slight roman nose, good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where
the upper arm could be longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, broad upper thigh, stands straight in
front, steps going and coming both elbows and hock could be firmer, exhibits powerful drive with very good reach where the
topline and ligamentation remains firm and convincing.
6
KHAYEM DEVILS ADVOCATE AZ
Godalis Finn/Freevale Play for Keeps
64cm - double Pl upper left and right -just above medium size strong substantial slightly stretched masculine dog of very good
type, strong masculine head, desired dark eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm straight back, flat short croup, good fore
and hindquarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands
straight in front, praiseworthy is his length of foreleg, toes in slightly coming and elbow connection should be firmer,
exhibits powerful drive with very good forehand reach where the back remains firm dry and convincing.

INTERMEDIATE DOG - GRADED 1 -5 VERY GOOD

6 - UNGRADED

1
*DELLAHUND KIC ATINALONG AZ
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
62 cm - medium size, medium strong, well balanced, well pigmented dog of very good type, strong masculine head, desired ark
eye, very good dark masking, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, good lay of croup, very good forequarter
angulation, upper arm could be a little better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands with clean bones, very good fore
and underchest development, in stance presents much harmony and type, steps correct going elbow connection could be
firmer, exhibits powerful drive with very good forehand reach and good ground covering movement where the back remains
firm.

2
TASHADAS EXHIBITIONIST AZ
Uras Trafalga/Spellbinda Kellys Pride
65.5 cm - large, strong, harmoniously constructed black and gold richly pigmented masculine dog of very good type, strong
head, desired dark eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm dry straight back, slightly short croup, good forequarter
angulation where the upper arm could be a little better angled, very good hindquarter angulation complimented by broad upper
thigh, stands not quite correct in front, in stance exhibits much strength and harmony, steps correct going and coming elbows
could be tighter, exhibits powerful drive with good ground covering movement and forehand reach where the back remains firm.

3
CONKASHA WHISKEY AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Okalani
66cm - very large strong slightly elongated richly pigmented masculine dog of very good type, good planes of the head,
excellent eye colour, dark mask, high withers, firm straight back, slightly short and steep croup, good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good broad upper thigh, stands with
clean bones, pasterns could be firmer, good fore and underchest development, moves correct coming and going where elbows
and hock need to firm, exhibits very good drive with slight restriction in the forehand reach.

4
ADUELE FORTUNE HUNTER AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Aduele Divine Diva
65cm - large, strong, elongated masculine dog of very good type, strong masculine head desired dark eye, good length of neck,
high withers, firm dry back, good lay but slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer
and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, does not stand quite correct in front, pasterns should be firmer, displays
very good underline, steps correct, exhibits powerful drive with very good forehand reach where the topline and ligamentation
remains dry firm and convincing.

5
LA GUARDIA BASKO
Aimsway Abacus/Crossfire Cameron Diaz
63cm - correct medium size, strong, substantial slightly elongated masculine dog of very good type, strong masculine head, eye
could be a little darker, stands straight in front, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled, very
good hindquarter angulation, steps correct going and coming where elbows and hocks should be firmer, exhibits powerful drive,
slight restrictions in the forehand reach where the back remains firm and dry.

6
ETERNBUR THE ENFORCER AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Nujaclyn Qissa Dancer
68 cm - oversize - strong substantial masculine dog of very good type, strong head, desired dark eye, good length of neck, high
withers, slight peak over the topline, good lay of croup, good forequarter angulation the upper arm should be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, good fore and underchest development, stands with very
good topline, steps correct going and coming elbows and hocks still to firm, powerful hind drive with good reach where the back
remains firm and dry.

OPEN DOG - GRADED 1-7 EXCELLENT
1
*AIMSWAY STONE COLD AZ
Karlrach Stone th Crows/Aimsway Santa Montazz
64cm -just above medium size, strong, substantial well pigmented well coloured harmonious dog of very good type, strong
masculine head, very expressive, desired dark eye, good length of neck, high wither firm back slightly short croup, good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be just better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with deep broad upper
thigh, stands not quite correct in front, pasterns could be firmer, in stance exhibits a harmonious picture of much strength and
masculinity, good over and underline development, steps correct going and coming with elbow and hock joints still to firm,
exhibits powerful drive with good gait where the forward reach is very good, back remains firm, dry and convincing.

2
*AIMSWAY BACCHUS AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Rakishka Picachu
62 cm - medium size strong typical harmoniously constructed black and gold dog of very good type, very good head, desired
dark eye, good length of neck, high withers, firm dry back slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation upper arm could be
better angled very good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, pasterns could be a little firmer, very good fore and
underchest development, in stance displays very good masculinity and harmony, correct going and coming elbows and hocks
still to firm, exhibits powerful drive very good reach where the overline is firm and ligamentation is dry and convincing.

3
*ANDACHT DON PEDRO AZ
Andacht Shakespear/Turnberry Super Impose
65.5 cm - large, strong, substantial dog well coloured black and gold of very good type, masculine head, dark eye, good length of
neck, high withers, firm straight back slightly short croup very good forequarter angulation, stands straight in front, good fore and
underchest development with good hindquarter angulation, exhibits much harmony, strength and masculinity standing, very
good overline, steps correct going and coming elbows and hocks still to firm, exhibits powerful drive very good forehand reach
where the back remains firm and dry and the ligamentation is convincing.

4
*URAS V TRAFALGA (IMP GMY) aZ
Fimo Kirchhok/Iris Trafalga
64 cm -just over medium size, strong, substantial well pigmented, well coloured masculine dog of very good type, strong
masculine head very expressive with desired dark eye, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back slightly short croup good
forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be just better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with deep upper thigh,
stands not quite correct in front, pasterns should be firmer, in stance exhibits a harmonious picture of good strength and
masculinity , good fore and underchest development, steps correct going and come with both elbows and hocks still to firm,
exhibits powerful drive with very good gait where the forehand reach is very good and the back ligamentation remains firm dry
and convincing.

5
*CH.GLENBALA FULL IMPACT AZ
Fanto Team Fiemereck/Glenbala Wild Impact
64 cm -just above medium size, medium strong slightly elongated substantial masculine dog of very good type, strong
masculine head, good eye colour, good length of neck, high wither, firm back slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation
where the upper arm could be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest development, stands
with straight bones, steps correct coming and going elbows and hocks still to firm, exhibits powerful drive very good reach where
the back remains firm.

6
*AMBALA LATIN ZEUS AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Ambala Show Doll
65.5 cm - large, strong, substantial slightly stretched masculine dog of very good type, strong masculine head, eye could be just
slightly darker, high wither, firm straight back, slightly short croup good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be
slightly better angled, slightly deep in hindquarter with good broad thigh, stands with clean bones, pasterns could be firmer, good
fore and underchest development, standing exhibits much strength and type, steps correct going and coming where elbows and
hocks still to firm, exhibits powerful drive slight restriction in the forehand reach, back remains firm and dry.

7
*ALNCRYS TRACKER AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Alncrys Leezel
65 cm - large, strong, substantial slightly elongated dog, masculine of very good type, strong masculine head, eye could be
darker, loose lips, high withers, firm back slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer,
very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest development, stands with straight bones, elbows and hocks still to
firm, steps correct coming and going, exhibits powerful drive very good reach where the back remains firm and dry.

BABY PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-9 VERY PROMISING 10-13 PROMISING
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11
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13

SIERSHA EMPIRE ROSE
Aimsway Stone Cold/Siersha Queen Onabbu
TANNALANE DIXIE CHICK
Cayos Noriswand/Druann Fantasia
SUNHAZE DEE LICIOUS
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Ruby
REDHAUS KELLY
Bart Renix Haus/Aisha Julianweg
KIRCHBERG ACUTE BEAUTY
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Pendragan Bols as Brass
REDHAUS KRAFTA
Bart Renix Haus/Aisha Julianweg
SIERSHA NIMBLE FOOT
Aimsway Stone Cold/Siersha Queen Onabbu
DELLAHUND QUIVER N KISS
Karlos Werthermuhle/Dellahund Ice Melody
KINGLAND VICE VERSA
Cayos Noriswand/Kingland Bakardi Breeze
VOLSCAIN SENNA (iid)
Andruscha Van Noort/Kuma Media
ETERNBUR FLAMENCO DANCER
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Nujaclyn Evas Dancer
SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
SUNDANEKA MISCHKA
Sannjessa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-12 VERY GOOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

AIMSWAY CHEWBACCA
As Du Domaine Du Val D'aulnay/Aimsway Milkado
SUNHAZE JUNKIE
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Anji
ZENTAGO BACK IN STEP
Kwint Juerickstall/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
EAGLEVALE BONDI BLONDE
Aimsway Abacus/Sheznova Jorja Belle
RHAKHANI RUBY BELLE
Cayos Noriswand/Rhakhani Louisiana Belle
VONNSTEIN NICKELODEON
Cayos Noriswand/Hagenstolz El Elite
KOMLOHOF COCO CHANEL
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Nicely Made

SEMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
9 JAKNELL HI PRIORITY
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Jaknell Hi Society
10 SEIGEN HAVANA
Jomterjais Sedictopm/Siegen Private Dancer
11 AIMSWAY FRAYED KNOT
As Du Domaine Du Val D/aulnay/Aimsway Red Handed
12 EAGLEVALE BAL MASQUE
Aimsway Abacus/Sheznova Jorja Belle

PUPPY BITCH - GRADED 1-10 VERY GOOD
1

AIMSWAY COLADA
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Pinacolada
2 ALDAINA BRONACK
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina bijanka
3 SUNHAZE INTEGRITY
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Intrigue
4 VONNSTEIN MAKIN CAYOS
Cayos Noriswand/Sonnentahl Ultra Magic
5 SUNDANEKA JAMAICAN KISS
Sundaneka Ned Kelly/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
6 NARATHOR FINN FEMME FATALE
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Bhuachaille Over All
7 AIMSWAY CINDY LANE
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Pinacolada
8 ALDAINA BERDINE
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
9 CONKASHA SARINA
Cayos Noriswand/Conkasha Vanta
10 DURNSTEIN CHAMPAGNE
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
JUNIOR BITCH - GRADED 1-14 VERY GOOD 14 - UNGRADED
1
SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
60 cm- Large, strong, substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good type, desired dark eye very good head, high wither, firm
back, good lay of croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm should be better angled, very good hind angulation with
good broad upper thigh, good fore and underchest development, steps correct coming and going both elbows and hocks
should be firmer, exhibits powerful drive very good reach where the wither remains high and the back dry and firm.
2
SUNHAZE MARSHMELLO
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
59cm - large, stretched, medium strong sable well coloured well pigmented bitch of very good type,very good head, eye could
be a little darker, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm
should be a little longer and better angled, slightly deep hindquarter with good broad upper thigh, stands straight in front,
pasterns could be a little firmer, very good fore and underchest development, steps correct going and coming where hocks and
elbows need to firm, exhibits powerful drive very good forehand reach where both the wither and topline remain firm and dry.
3
RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Rhakhani Class Action
60cm - double Pl upper right - large, strong, substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good brood type, strong but feminine
head, eye could be a little darker, dark mask, high wither, firm dry back, slightly short croup, good fore angulation where the
upper arm could be a little longer, very good hind angulation good broad thigh, very good fore and underchest development,
does not stand quite correct in front, pasterns could be firmer, steps correct going and coming with both elbow and hocks still to
firm, exhibits very good drive and reach where the overline and back ligaments remain firm.
4
YUKISAN UKLA
Scheer Tequila/Asuka di Cas Massarelli
58 cm - well above medium size, strong, slightly stretched bitch of excellent type, very good head very expressive, desired dark
eye, dark mask, good length of neck flowing into a high wither, firm dry back, slightly short croup, good forequarter where the
upper arm could be just a little better angled, very good hindquarter angulation with good depth of upper thigh, praiseworthy is
the excellent length of foreleg, stands with clean bones, pasterns could be a little firmer, in stance exhibits good type with very
good top and underline, steps correct coming and going elbow and hock connection still to firm, exhibits powerful drive and very
good forehand reach where both the back and ligamentation is firm, dry and convincing.
5
VOLSCAIN QUESTA
Karlos Werther Muhle/Molle Wether Muhle
58 cm - above medium size, medium strong slightly stretched black and gold bitch of very good type,very good head eye could
be darker, dark mask, high wither, firm back, slightly short croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm could be a little
longer and better laid, very good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, good fore and underchest development, steps
correct coming and going, exhibits very good drive and reach where the ligamentation remains firm.
6
DELLAHUND ONE TOO FANCY
Dellahund High N Mighty/Dellahund Wild Woman
58 cm - overmeidum size, strong, slightly elongated richly pigmented and coloured bitch of very good type, black eyes very dark
masking good length of neck high withers firm dry back slightly short croup good forequarter angulation where the upper arm
could be a little longer very good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, good fore and underchest development, steps
correct going and coming where the hocks and elbows could be firmer, exhibits very good drive and reach where the back
remains firm and dry.

7
FREMONT TOO DARN HOT AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest to Win
58 cm - well above medium size, strong, substantial harmonious bitch of very good type very good head, light eye, good length
of neck, high wither, firm dry back, good lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good broad upper thigh stands
straight in front pasterns could be firmer good fore and underchest, in stance presents much harmony in over and underline,
steps correct going and coming where both the elbows and hock joints should be firmer, exhibits very good drive and reach
where the back remains firm.
8
RUFSTONE BLACK PEARL AZ
Aimsway Bacchus/Rufstone Calamity Jane
57cm - medium size medium strong well pigmented well coloured bitch of much type, very good head, dark mask, desired dark
eye, high wither, firm straight back, slightly steep and slightly short croup, good fore where the upper arm could be a little longer
and set a little better, very good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, pasterns could be firmer, good fore and
underchest development, steps correct coming and going where both hocks and elbows could be firmer, exhibits very good
drive and reach where the back remains absolutely firm and dry.
9
TAKIMBRE TIA MARIA AZ
Kuirau Lincholn/Takimbre Haleys Comet
60.5 cm - large, strong, substantial well presented bitch of very good type, desired dark eye, very good head, high wither, firm
straight back, slightly short croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation with good broad upper thigh, steps straight in front,
elbows could be a little firmer, good fore and underchest development, steps slightly cow hocked going correct coming, exhibits
very good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
10
FREEVALE UNFORGETABLE
Sam Zellergrund/Freevale Star Performer
58cm - just above medium size medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, dark eyes, dark masking, very good
head, underjaw could be just a little stronger, high wither, firm back, slightly steep croup, good forequarter angulation where the
upper arm could be a little better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands with clean bones, steps correct coming and
going both hocks and elbows could be firmer, exhibits good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
11
KUIRAU RUBY
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
59cm - large, strong, substantial well presented black and gold bitch of very good type, dark eyes, very good head, high wither,
firm straight back slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better laid very
good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, pasterns could be a little firmer, good fore and underchest development,
steps correct going and coming elbow connection could be firmer, exhibits very good drive and reach where the back remains
firm.
12
BEMBOKA GRACE N POWER
Astana Ywo/Bemboka Evening Star
61 cm - very large, medium strong bitch of pigment and very good type, very strong head but still feminine, dark eye and very
good dark mask, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly steep and short croup good forequarter angulation where
the upper arm could be better laid very good hindquarter angulation, does not stand quite correct in front, pasterns could be
more upright, very good top and underline, presented out of coat, steps correct coming and going where both the elbow and
hocks need to firm, very good drive with slight restriction in the reach where the wither line could be held a little higher in
movement back remains firm.
13
CONKASHA ZELDA
Karlos Werthermuhle/Conkasha Okalani
61 cm - very large strong substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good type, strong but feminine head, good eye colour, high
wither, firm back, slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled very good
hindquarter angulation stands straight in front pasterns could be firmer, good fore and underchest development, steps correct
going and coming where both the elbows and hocks should be firmer, very good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
14
TAKIMBRE UNCUT GEM
Rhakhani Zabu/Takimbre Daring Miss
61 cm - very large slightly stretched medium strong bitch of very good type, good head, underjaw should be stronger, high
wither, firm back, slightly short steep croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better angled
very good hindquarter angulation stands straight in front, good length of foreleg, slightly short in loin, her pigmentation could be
a little stronger, correct coming and going elbows and hocks need to firm, exhibits very good drive and reach where the back
remains firm and dry.
15
CH. SCHNEEBERG OSO ENCHANTIN
Schneeberg Pure Talent/Freevale Jealous Eyes
58 cm - well above medium size, strong, good proportions of very good type, very good head and expression desired dark eye,
slightly short neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where the upper arm should be
longer and better angled, deep hindquarters, broad upper thigh, stands not quite correct in front, slightly short in loin, steps
correct coming and going where both elbows and hocks should be firmer, good powerful drive and forward reach where the back
and topline remain firm.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - GRADED 1-16 VERY GOOD 17-18 UNGRADED
1
ALDAINA UDELAAZ
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Briana
59 cm - large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good type, very good head, very good expression, dark eye, good
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm should be a little better
angled, a little deep in hindquarter with good breadth of upper thigh, stands straight in front, pasterns could be firmer, very good
fore and underchest development, correct coming and going, elbows and hocks should be firmer, exhibits powerful drive with very
good forehand reach where the back remains firm and the ligamentation remains firm.
2
*SUNDANEKA FRENCH KISS AZ
Orpheus Krauterwiese/Sundaneka Xanadu
61 cm - very large strong substantial black and gold bitch of very good type, dark eyes, very good head and expression, high
wither, firm back, slightly short croup, good forequarter angulation where upper arm could be better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest development, pasterns could be a little firmer, stands straight in front, steps
correct going and coming where the elbow and hock joints could be firmer, exhibits powerful drive with very good forehand reach
where the back remains firm.
3
AIMSWAYGOLDPENNI
Nilson Wildsteigerland/Aimsway Decimal
57.5 cm - medium size, medium strong slightly elongated bitch of very good type, very good head, eye could be a little darker,
very expressive bitch, good length of neck, high wither, firm back, flat croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm could be
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, good fore and underchest development,
steps correct going and coming where elbow and hocks still to firm, exhibits very good drive and reach where the back remains
firm and dry.
4
SIERSHA QUEEN ONABBU AZ
Scheer Tequila/Rufstone Charlotte
59 cm - large, strong, substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good type, good head and expression, slightly wide set ears, high
withers, firm back, slightly flat slightly short croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled
very good hindquarter angulation, stands with clean bones, steps correct going and coming where elbow and hock joints should
be firmer, exhibits powerful gait with very good reach where the overline and ligamentation of the back remains convincing.
5
TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
unable to measure her - medium strong, slightly stretched black and gold bitch of very good type, very good head, dark eye, good
length of neck high withers firm back slightly short croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm should be better angled,
very good hindquarter angulation, stands not quite correct in front, good fore and underchest development, exhibits powerful
drive with slightly restricted forehand reach back remains firm.
6
ZENTAGO NU VOGUE
Eigenschaft Heartbreaker/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
57cm - medium size, medium strong, well pigmented black and gold bitch of very good type, strong but still feminine head, eye
could be a little darker, good length of neck into high wither firm back slightly flat croup, stands correct in front, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation with good fore and underchest development, moves correct going and coming where elbows and hocks
yet to firm, exhibits very good drive and reach where the overall ligamentation remains firm.

7
CONKASHA XENA AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Tatiana
58cm -just above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated black and gold bitch of very good type, very good head,
underjaw could be a little stronger,desired dark eye, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, good fore where the length and
angle of the upper arm could be better slightly deep hindquarter angulation, good clean bones, moves correct going and coming
where both hocks and elbows still to firm, exhibits powerful drive very good fore reach back remains firm and dry.
8
DELLAHUND KIC N KATCH
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
58.5 cm - over medium size, strong, substantial, slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head, strong but still
feminine, excellent eye colour, very good length of neck, high wither firm back slightly steep croup, good fore where the upper
arm could be longer and better angled deep hindquarter angulation with good breadth of upper thigh, stands straight in front
pasterns could be a little firmer, steps a little wide going correct coming where both elbows and hocks need to firm, exhibits
powerful drive very good reach where back remains firm.
9
ICCARA LONG KISS GOOD NITE
Iccara Undercover Agent/Iccara Bootylicious
59cm - large, strong, substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good type, strong but still feminine head, desired dark eye, good
length of neck, high wither, firm back, good lay of the croup which is slightly short, very good fore and hindquarter angulation
very good top and underline, steps slightly cow hocked and elbows and hocks should be firmer, exhibits powerful drive just slight
restrictions in the forehand reach.

10
STUNADEL CEE BEE R
Stunadel Odin/Crajendo Banshee
59 cm - large, medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type very good head eye could be a little darker, good length
of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short flat croup good fore angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better
angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, good fore and underchest development, steps wide going and
coming, elbow and hock joints still to firm, exhibits powerful drive and very good forehand reach where the topline remains firm
and dry.
11
AMSTELPETS ANEKA AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Turnberry Sherley
57cm - medium size medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, strong but still feminine head very good eye
colour, very good wither firm back slightly short croup good fore angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better
angled very good hindquarter angulation stands not quite correct in front pasterns could be firmer moves correct going and
coming where elbow and hocks still to firm, she exhibits very good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
12
AIMSWAY ARASMISSAZ
Aimsway Aramis/Aimsway Multiply
58cm - over medium size medium strong slightly stretched black and gold bitch of very good type with good head desired dark
eye underjaw could be stronger, high withers firm back slightly short croup good fore where upper arm could be longer and
better angled, deep hindquarter angulation stands with clean bones, slightly forward placed shoulders, steps correct coming and
going where both elbow and hock joints still to firm, exhibits very good drive and reach where back remains firm and dry.
13
COSSAVANE RHAPSODY
Diego Hasseltal/Unshaus High N Mighty
61 cm - very large strong substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head desired dark eye, good length of
neck, high withers, firm back, slightly flat short croup, good forequarter where the upper arm should be longer and better angled,
slightly forward placed shoulder, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest development, stands not quite
correct in front, moves correct coming and going where elbow and hock joints yet to firm, exhibits very good drive and reach
where back remains firm.
14
KUIRAU OCEANIA AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Kuirau Jubilation
61 cm - very large strong substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head and expression, desired dark
eye, slight roman nose, dark mask, slightly short neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short croup, slightly deep chest, good fore
where the upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation good breadth of upper thigh, stands
straight in front, pasterns could be firmer, good fore and underchest development, steps wide going correct coming both elbow
and hock joints should be firmer,exhibits powerful drive with very good forehand reach where back remains firm and dry.
15
KUIRAU PERFECT LINK AZ
Kuirau Lincholn/Kuirau Nice N Easy
59cm - large, medium strong, slightly stretched bitch of very good type very good head good length of neck high withers firm back
slightly short croup good fore where upper arm should be longer and better angled slightly deep hindquarter angulation stands
straight in front pasterns could be firmer, moves correct coming and going where elbow and hock joints need to firm, exhibits very
good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
16
ANDACHT FLYING FOX
Igor Pallas Athene/Andacht Flying Fortress
58cm - unsure with measuring stick - medium size medium strong well proportioned bitch richly pigmented black and gold of very
good type very good head desired dark eye dark mask high withers firm back slightly short croup, good fore where the upper arm
could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter, steps correct coming and going where elbow and hock joints need to
firm, exhibits good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
17
LARMADA TOUCH OVA DIVA
Ambala Caprio/Larmada Roxanne
60cm - large slightly stretched strong substantial bitch of very good type very good head desired dark eye dark mask high withers
firm back slightly short croup good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled very good hind angulation
stands straight in front pasterns should be firmer, steps correct coming and going where both elbow and hocks need to firm,
powerful drive very good reach where back remains firm.
18
ETERNBUR EDELWEISS AZ
Gatgarin Bad Boll/Jujaclyn Qissa Dancer
59cm - large, medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type good head underjaw should be stronger good length of
neck high wither firm dry back good fore where the upper arm should be longer and better angled, little deep in hindquarter,
stands with clean bones pasterns should be firmer, presented out of coat, steps correct coming and going, elbows and hocks still
to firm, exhibits powerful drive with good reach where the topline remains firm and dry.

OPEN BITCH - GRADED 1-9 EXCELLENT
1
*AIMSWAY CHERRY COLA AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Ecuador
59 cm - large, strong, substantial slightly elongated bitch of very good type, very good head, feminine, with desired dark eye,
high wither, firm back, slightly flat croup,good fore angulation where the upper arm could be a little better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation with good breadth of upper thigh, stands with clean bones, pasterns could be firmer, in stance exhibits
very good top and underline, good fore and underchest development, steps correct going and coming with elbow and hocks still
to firm, exhibits powerful drive with very good forehand reach the back remains firm.
2
*CH.SUNDANEKATULUAAZ
Uno Urbecke/Sundaneka Belladonna
61 cm - very large, strong, substantial slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head desired dark eye, high withers,
firm back croup just slightly short but well moulded, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, correct
fore and underchest development, stands with very good topline, steps correct coming and going elbow and hock joints should
be firmer, exhibits powerful gait with very good ground covering movement where the back remains firm and dry.
3
*VLADIMIR ANARCHY AZ
Unshaus Storm Strike/Vladimir Olymp Brook
60cm - large, strong substantial slightly elongated sable bitch of very good type, strong but still feminine head, desired dark eye,
good dark mask, high withers, firm back, very good fore and correct hindquarter angulation, croup is of good lay just a fraction
short, stands with clean bones, in stance exhibits very good top and underline with very good fore and underchest development,
steps correct coming a little wide going elbow and hocks still to firm, powerful drive very good forehand reach where both the
overline and wither line remain firm and dry.
4
*SUNHAZE ANIQUE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Sunhaze Giselle
59cm - large, mediums trong slightly elongated bitch of very good type, very good head and expression, dark eyes, high withes
firm back good mould of croup, good fore angulation where the upper arm could be just a little better laid, slightly deep
hindquarter angulation, stands with clean bones, steps correct going a little wide coming with both elbow and hock joints still to
firm, exhibits powerful drive with very good reach where the back remains firm and dry.
5
*BEMBOKA EVENING STAR AZ
Conkasha Okalana/Bemboka Cayla
60cm - large, medium strong slightly stretched bitch of very good type, very good head and expression, eye could be darker, good
length of neck, high wither firm back short croup, good fore angulation upper arm could be longer and better angled, slightly
forward placed shoulder, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, steps correct going and coming with
elbow and hocks still to firm, exhibits powerful drive with good roomy gait where the back remains firm.
6
*ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ
Unox Aducht/Andacht Spearitt
58cm - above medium size, medium strong, harmoniously constructed black and gold bitch very good head desired dark eye
high withers firm back slightly short croup good fore angulation upper arm should be a little better angled very good hindquarter
angulation stands straight in front very good fore and underchest development, steps correct going and coming hock and
elbows still to firm, powerful drive, very good roomy gait where back ligamentation remains firm and dry.
7
*SUNDANEKA CALYPSO QUEEN AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Sundaneka Xanadu
57 cm- kmedium size strong substantial slightly elongated bitch of very good type good head and desired dark eye, high wither
firm back slightly short croup very good fore and hindquarter angulation, stands straight in front, very good top and underline in
stance, steps correct coming and going with elbow and hocks still to firm, exhibits powerful drive with very good ground covering
movement where the back remains firm.
8
*SUNDANEKA BONNIE BELLE AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulia
59cm - large strong substantial elongated bitch of excellent type, strong but feminine head desired dark eye good length of neck
moulded into a high wither slight dip behind, firm back slightly flat short croup very good fore and hindquarter angulation upper
arm could be a little better angled, good breadth of upper thigh, pasterns could be a little firmer, good fore and underchest
development, exhibits powerful drive with good forehand reach where the back remains firm.
9
*SWARTZLIC ECHO AZ
Lasso Waterkant/Swatlic Amazing
61cm - very large strong slightly elongated substantial bitch of very good type, very good head, feminine, desired dark eye, good
length of neck, high wither, firm straight back, slightly short croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, praiseworthy is the
length of foreleg, stands not quite correct in front and pasterns could be a little firmer, exhibits very good top and underline in
stance, steps correct coming and going elbow and hocks still to firm, exhibits powerful drive transmitted through very good
reach where back remains firm.

Challenge Dog
Reserve Dog

*Aimsway Stone Cold AZ
*Aimsway Bacchus AZ

Challenge Bitch
Reserve Bitch

*Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ
*Sundaneka Tulua AZ

Best Baby Best
Minor Best
Puppy Best
Junior

Freevale Causin Chaos
Aimsway Chewbacca
Aimsway Colada
Sundaneka Izzy Stardust

Best Inter
Best Open

Aldaina Udela
Aimsway Cherry Cola

Best in Show

*Aimsway Cherry Cola

Runner up

*Aimsway Stone Cold

Opposite

Siersha Empire Rose
Aimsway Boots
Durnstein Captain Kirk
Fremont Too Hot To Handle
Dellahund KicAtinalong
Aimsway Stone Cold

GSDL Easter 2008 Show & Obedience Trial
RUNNER UP IN SHOW,
DOG CHALLENGE AND
OPEN DOG WINNER

BEST IN SHOW, BITCH
CHALLENGE AND OPEN BITCH
WINNER

*Aimsway Stone Cold AZ

*Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG

INTERMEDIATE BITCH

*Dellahund Kic Atinalong
AZ

Aldaina Udela AZ

JUNIOR DOG
Freemont Too Hot To
Handle AZ

JUNIOR BITCH
Sundaneka Izzy Stardust

PUPPY DOG
Durnstein Captain Kirk

PUPPY BITCH
Aimsway Colada

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Aimsway Boots

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Aimsway Chewbacca

Photo to come

BABY PUPPY DOG
Freevale Causin Chaos

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Siersha Empire Rose

Official show photos supplied by Ingo and Karon Lee Kahl

GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG LEAGUE INC
EVENING OPEN SHOW & OBEDIENCE TRIAL
SATURDAY, 13TH DECEMBER, 2008
JUDGES
Mrs K Gregory (NSW) Dogs & General Specials
Mr G Gregory (NSW) Bitches
Miss V Etherington (NSW) All Obedience

Baby Dog
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

3
1
4
120
2
6
5

L Reilly
C&S Ford
J.I. Wilks
J Widejko
A Anderson
B&L Smith
S&M Taylor

Andacht Cayo Noris
Takimbre Zulu Chief
Tannalane Chamois
Scneeberg Kustom Ink
Emslodge Assassin
Elantra Basko
Maxvonchace Bakraut

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

J Nichol
A. Thor
Gregor/Clarke/Brown
G Edmunds
Dunston /Martens

Siobahn Kentucky
Narathor Jazz Drummer
Kelinpark Travellin Man
Rubysway Super Supreme
Aimsway Em Jay

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Fremont Wet Willy
Aimsway Cold Blast
Conkasha Quantam Raider
Rhakhani Candy Man

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
Bossface Blairgowrie AZ
Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

V Jeffrey
M.F. Moore
G Connolly
G Allen
S Sidhu
G&K Stevenson

* Sunhaze Outragious AZ
* Dellahund Party Prize AZ
Durnstein Captain Kirk AZ
* Aduele Fortune Hunter AZ
* La Guardia Basko AZ
Sundaneka Jetstream

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

A. Thor
J&L Martens
L. Reilly
B. McKittrick
J,N,R,A Senior
L. Reilly
S&M Taylor
D&H Aliverti

* Narathor Jazz Wahn Dane AZ
* Aimsway Bacchus AZ
* Andacht Don Pedro AZ
*Ch. Alncrys Tracker AZ
* Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ
* Andacht Yasko AZ
* Conkasha Wikid Wizard AZ
* Conkasha Whiskey AZ

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Minor Dog
1
2
3
4
5

9
11
10
8
7

Puppy Dog
1
2
3
4

13
15
12
14

B&L Smith
J&L Martens
T Devine
B&V Holland

Junior Dog
1
2
3

18 T Biela
17 M&C Theris
19 I. Selby

Intermediate Dog
1
2
3
4
5
6

24
23
25
21
20
22

Open Dog
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

33
28
26
29
34
35
36
32

Best Dog - * Narathor Jazz Wahn Dane AZ
Reserve Best Dog - * Aimsway Bacchus AZ
Baby Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

43
37
44
38
47
41
40

J Wilks
Angwin/Gale
T Devine
A&J Kada
L Reilly
J Ormsby
C&S Ford

Tannalane Skoda
Sunhaze Odessa
Conkasha Danish Mist
Lashadas Kahlua
Andacht Zindi
Andacht Magic Wand
Takimbre Zsa Zsa

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

8
9
10
11

46
39
48
42

Pascuzzi/Ford
D Laughlin
B&L Smith
M Globis

Redhaus Mercedes
Budlay Autumn Mist
Elantra Basca
Beychief Princess Reign

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Minor Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

58
53
49
60
50
52
57
121
55

Hugo/Outtrim
Innes/Fairbairn/Meffert
H Galbraith
A&J Kada
Angwin/Gale
G Edmunds
C&S Ford
J Widejko
Eaton/Stevenson

Narathor Jazzcinta
Uhllmsdorf Dixie Chick
Ambala Lolly
Aldaina Lucy Lu
Sunhaze Cocoa Pop
Rubysway My Precious
Takimbre Yoko Ono
Exyzed Divine Madness
Sundaneka Okina

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Aimsway Snap Frozen
Rhakhani Candy Kisses
Sunhaze Popcorn
Grundelhardt New Start
Kuirau Shahera
Aljudan Razzamatazz

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Tannalane Dixie Chick
Sundaneka Mystique
Kirchberg Acute Beauty
Senmora All About Magic AZ
Aimsway Chewbacca
Jaknell Hi Priority
Andacht I Am Legion

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

* Rhakhani Sleek Chassis AZ
Narathor Finn Femme Fatale AZ
Sundaneka Izzy Stardust AZ
* Sunhaze Marshmello AZ
Asterhund Evangelina AZ
* Iccara Long Kiss Good Nite AZ
Aimsway Colada
* Sunhaze Integrity AZ

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

*Ch. Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ
*Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
* Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Tannalane Lakota Belle AZ
* Andacht Super Fortress AZ
* Sundaneka Burmuda Rose AZ
* Aimsway Milarky AZ
* Rufstone Black Pearl AZ
* Andacht Wind Power AZ
* Bemboka Evening Star AZ
* Carobria Miss Cheevious AZ
* Sundaneka French Kiss AZ

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent\

Puppy Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6

64
63
68
62
67
66

J&L Martens
B&V Holland
Angwin/Gale
B&L Smith
Roberts/Murray
S&M Taylor

Junior Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

74
61
73
71
72
70
75

Wilks/Carroll
G&K Stevenson
V Jeffrey
J,N,R,A Senior
J&L Martens
A&J Kada
L Reilly

Intermediate Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

78
83
80
81
84
77
88
85

B & V Holland
Thor/Squires/Blacker
G&K Stevenson
Angwin/Gale
CM&GP Van Groen
Johnson/Woolard
J&L Martens
Angwin/Gale

Open Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

89 A. Thor
94 G Morton
93 J&L Martens
99
92
91
97
100
95
90
96
98

J Wilks
L. Reilly
G&K Stevenson
J&L Martens
H. Galbraith
L. Reilly
H&D Aliverti
S&H Choy
G&K Stevenson

Best Bitch - *Ch. Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ
Reserve Best Bitch - *Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
GENERAL SPECIAL RESULTS
Best In Show - *Ch. Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ
Runner Up In Show - *Ch. Vladimir Anarchy AZ
Best Baby - Andacht Cayo Noris
Best Minor - Siobahn Kentucky
Best Puppy - Aimsway Snap Frozen
Best Junior - Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ
Best Intermediate - * Rhakhani Sleek Chassis AZ
Best Open Bitch - *Ch. Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ

Obedience Results
Novice
1

109

195

Anderson A

Khanique Gracy CCD

2

106

188

Ellis J

Bolscot Argus

3

105

186

Senior J&N

Conkasha Pierce Z

1

111

194

Larin A

Masterton Real Mackoy CDX

2

115

193

Mavromichalis G.

T.CH Rhakhani Odyssey UD AZ

3

113

186

Schaecken H.

Schakim Oliver CDX, TDX

4

116

176

Alimeni G.

Larafior Monnalissa CD

118

181

Mavromichalis G.

T.CH. Rhakhani Odyssey UD AZ

Open

Utility
1

OPEN DOG & BEST DOG WINNER

OPEN BITCH WINNER & BEST IN SHOW

* Narathor Jazz Wahn Dane AZ

*Ch. Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG

INTERMEDIATE BITCH

* Sunhaze Outragious AZ

* Rhakhani Sleek Chassis AZ

JUNIOR DOG

JUNIOR BITCH

Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ

Tannalane Dixie Chick

PUPPY DOG

PUPPY BITCH

Fremont Wet Willy

Aimsway Snap Frozen

MINOR PUPPY DOG

MINOR PUPPY BITCH

Siobahn Kentucky

Narathor Jazzcinta

BABY PUPPY DOG

BABY PUPPY BITCH

Andacht Cayo Noris

Tannalane Skoda

NOVICE OBEDIENCE WINNER

OPEN OBEDIENCE WINNER

Khanique Gracy CCD Exh A Anderson

Masterton Real Mackoy CDX Exh A Larin

UTILITY OBEDIENCE WINNER
T.CH. Rhakhani Odyssey UD AZ Exh G Mavromichalis

Official show photos supplied by Ingo and Karon Lee Kahl

NSW STATE BREED ASSESSMENT & MOCK OBEDIENCE TRIALS, 2ND & 3RD
AUGUST, 2008
BABY PUPPY DOG - JUDGE - TERRY JARVIS
Graded Very Promising
l

AMBALA TOBLARONE
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
DARKANA ESKIMO JO
Nilson Wildsteiger Land/Darkana Keanu
SCHNEEBERG DNT HOLD BACK
Lashadas Xibitionist/Freevale Jealous Eyes
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
AMBERG QUANO
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Akiko

2
3
4
5

MINOR PUPPY DOG - JUDGE KEN NORTHCOTE
Graded Very Promising
1

ANDACHT I AM LEGEND
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
DELLAHUND QUIVER N RAVE
Karlos Werther Mhle/Dellahund Ice Melody
SUNANEKA MAYKO
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose

2
3

PUPPY DOG - JUDGE - REG BONELLO
1-3 Very Promising 4 - Promising
1

Leishjaclyn Navel Dancer
Cayos Noriswand/Nujaclyn Go Go Dancer
SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM
Scheer Jose Cervo/Schneeberg Pure Charm
VLADIMIR CHICKA WAH WAY
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
VOLSCAIN SIRROCCO (IID)
Andrjuscha v Moort/Koma v Media

2
3
4

JUNIOR DOG - JUDGE - PETER KOTEVICH
All graded -Very Good
st

1

-

2nd -

Dellahund Party Prize AZ
*Dellahund Desert Driver AZ / Dellahund High N Posh AZ
65.5cm, Large strong substantial dog, very good masculine expression, overall
harmoniously constructed dog, high wither, firm back, croup could be a little longer
and be better angled, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good fore chest
development, good underline, moves correct coming and going, in movement very
good far reaching gait where the back should remain a little firmer.
Sunhaze Outragious AZ
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Sunhaze Lyca AZ
65cm, Large, medium strong substantial dog, very good type, good head and
expression, eye should be a little darker, high wither, firm back, good croup, stand
correct in front, good fore chest development, good fore and very good hind quarter
angulation, moves correct coming and going, in movement good effective ground
covering gait where the back could remain a little firmer.

3rd -

Durnstein Captain Kirk AZ
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Ch Durnstein Zensation AZ
64.5cm, Above medium size, medium strong masculine dog, good head and
expression, eye could be darker, normal wither, firm back, croup should be a little
longer. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, under chest should be more
pronounced, moves correct coming and going,moves with good ground covering gait
where the drive is better and the reach.

4th -

Kelinpark Quasar AZ
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Kelinpark Indian Summer AZ
64cm, Above medium size, strong substantial dog, good masculine expression, good
wither, firm back good croup, stands correct in front, pasterns should be firmer, good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and under chest development,
correct coming and going, in movement good ground covering gait where the back is
a little unruly, reach is better than the drive.

5th -

Andacht Armando AZ
*Andacht Don Pedro AZ / Andacht Quina AZ
65.5cm, Large medium strong dog, good masculine head, eye could be a little darker,
normal withers, firm back, slightly short croup, good fore quarter angulation upper
arm should be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front
the pasterns could be firmer, under chest should be more developed, moves correct
coming and going, in movement good ground covering gait where the reach is better
than the drive.

6th -

Kingland Rafael
*Andacht Don Pedro A Z / *Kingland Chilli Pepper AZ
65cm, Large medium strong dog still of good proportions, good mask, eyes could be
darker, high wither, firm back, croup could be a little longer. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulations, stands correct in front, correct coming and going, in
movement good ground covering gait where the drive is better than the reach

th

-

th

-

Aljudan Create Astorm
*Ch Jonkahra Matrix AZ / Aljudan Catch Twentitoo AZ
65.5cm, Large, medium strong dog, good masculine expression, eyes could be
darker, high wither, firm back, good croup, good fore chest development, stands
correct in front, pasterns could be firmer, good fore angulation where the upper arm
could be better angled, very good hind quarter angulation, moves correct in front,
hocks could be firmer, in movement shows good ground covering gait where the
back could be a little firmer.
Brayline Outa Neutral
*Andacht Don Pedro AZ / *Ambala Tierra CD HT AZ
65.5cm, Large, medium strong somewhat elegant dog, eye should be darker, under
jaw should be stronger, normal withers, firm back, croup is short, good fore and
hindquarter angulations, under chest should be more developed, stands correct in
front, pasterns firm, moves correct coming and going, in movement has good ground
covering gait where the drive is better than the reach.

7

8

INTERMEDIATE DOG - JUDGE - GRAEME STEVENSON
Very Good Merit
1st

-

Aduele Fortue Hunter AZ
*Nujaclyn Latin Dancer AZ / *Aduele Divine Diva AZ
66cm Large masculine male, very good type, very good head and expression,
medium eye colour but could be darker, high wither, firm back, well laid but slightly
short croup, good fore chest development, which needs further development, very
good under and overline, good fore quarter angulation, where the upper arm needs to

be better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves
slightly close behind, correct coming, elbows need to reach final firmness, very good
ground covering gait where reach and drive are effective, slight movement over the
croup area.
Remainder of class graded Very Good
2nd -

Vladimir Brutus
*Unshaus Storm Strike AZ / *Vladimir Brook AZ
66.5 Very large masculine dog of very good type and proportions, very good head
and expression, medium eye colour but needs to be darker, dropped lower right
incisor 3, high wither firm back well laid croup needs to be longer, very good fore
chest development, very good over and underline, good fore quarter angulation,
upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation,
stands slightly east west, moves correct going slightly wide coming, very good ground
covering gait where reach and drive need to be more effective.

3rd -

*Kuirau Quinlan AZ
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) a Z / *Kuirau Fantasia A Z
61.5, Under medium size dog of very good type and proportions presented just a
touch heavy, very good head and expression, medium eye colour, level wither, firm
back, well laid but short croup, good fore chest development, very good over and
underline, very good fore quarter angulation, upper arm could be longer, very good
hindquarter angulation, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, hock
and elbows need to reach final firmness, in movement shows good reach and drive,
needs to hold head slightly higher and exhibit more harmony in movement.

OPEN DOG - JUDGE - FAY STOKES
Graded - 1-3 Excellent Select
l

CAYOS vd NORISWAND SchHl (imp Gmy) aZ
Janos Noriswand/Babette Noriswand
4 years - a Z stamp and Class l Breed Survey
Line Bred - Jeck Noricum 5-5, Marit Wildsteiger Land 5-4
He is sire typical, with two litter brothers and a sister Excellent graded
in Germany and it is most important when choosing a stud dog to investigate
their family history.
Already he has had 33 animals through the hip scheme from 26 different
dams with a mean score of 3.2.
With 33 also through the elbow scheme he is in the 85% far above range
He has had 8 animals through breed survey for 7 Class l and l Class 2.
Cayos presented a progeny group of 22 animals - 7 males, l5 females
from 22 dams - an outstanding achievement for the length of time he has
been in Australia and able to present this size group in one State.
The group was sire typical, medium to large in size, medium to dark eyes.
good dark masks, very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter, high
withers into firm backs and overall well laid croups. The group presented
very good overlines and in most cases very good underlines and the group
all had very good coats and exhibited very good ground covering gait
where the wither line was maintained.
Whilst this dog's progeny is not yet old enough for the Open Class the
results of his progeny throughout the show have been outstanding with
20 animals exhibited and 20 placings - 6 x lst, 4 x 2nd, 5 x 3rd, 2 x 4th and

l each 5th, 7th and 8th and I doubt that there is anyone that would not agree
that this dog certainly well deserves the title of NSW State Sieger.
Medium size, strong dog of very good type and proportions with a very good
masculine head and expression and dark eyes. He stands with a high wither
firm back and very good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation with broad thighs, Very good fore and underchest,
presenting a very good top and underline. He stands correct in front and steps
correct. He exhibits very good ground covering gait where the back remains
firm and the wither line is maintained and he exhibits the correct spring in
movement.
2

ANDACHT DON PEDRO AZ
Andacht Shakespear/Turnberry Super Impose
6 years old - AZ stamp and Class l Breed Survey
Line bred - Turnberry Nicolette 3-3 & Nicolette is an Arko Huhengrab
daughter and one our top producing bitches having to her credit
2 Gold and l Silver Medal winner at 3 different Nationals to 3 different
sires.
12 through the hip scheme from 8 dams with a mean score of 2.33
12 through the elbow scheme with a mean score of 67% which is still in the good
range.
The dog himself has been graded Excellent Select on 3 occasions at Main Breed
Exhibitions. He finished 4th Open Dog at this year's National and at most
Nationals I can remember has finished in the top l0 which is a great achievement.
Don Pedro presented a progeny group of 7 animals - 5 males and 2 females from
7 different dams.
The group was medium to large, wit medium to light eyes, very well pigmented,
but varied in type a little. The withers were high, firm backs and whilst the croups
were generally well placed in most cases should have been longer. The sex
characteristics were evident in the group. In movement whilst the group showed
overall good movement the drive in most instances should have been more
pronounced.
Commendable with this sire also is that he presented an Open Dog and Bitch as
well as five other progeny throughout the show, with the open animals finishing
6th and 8th respectively with the excellent grading.
Whilst this dog is a locally bred dog and does not get the opportunity to present
a large progeny group as do most of the imported animals because of his own
achievements throughout his show career as well as his offspring he well
deserves the title of NSW Reserve State Sieger.
Large, very good type and proportions, very well pigmented, very good masculine
head and expression with good eye colour. High wither, firm back into a well
moulded croup that could be longer. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation
with very good fore and underchest. He stands correct in front and steps correct.
Exhibits very good far reaching ground covering gait, maintaining his wither and
sequence of steps.

3

URAS v TRAFALGA (imp Gmy) aZ
Fimo Kirchhok/Iris Trafalga
6 years old - a Z stamp - Class l Breed Survey
Line Bred - Amigo Beigier 3-4, Frei Hirschel 4-5, Fedor Noriswand 4-5,5

Fedor Arminius 5-5
He has had 31 through the hip scheme from l8 dams with a mean score of 8.3
31 through the elbow scheme and is in the 87% far above average range.
Uras presented a very good progeny group of 7 animals - 4 males - 3 females
from 7 dams.
The group was very well pigmented with the desired eye colour and very good
distinction between the sexes. Most animals had very good shoulder placement
however the upper arms could have been longer and in most instances the wither
should have been carried higher. Generally the croups were well moulded and
displayed very good underlines. the group as a whole displayed very good movement
but only in a couple of instances was the wither and topline maintained.
Commendable is the fact that this dog could present 3 sons and daughters in the
Open Class but detracting from this is the fact that he could only present one other
animal throughout the rest of the classes however this does not exclude him from
the placing of 3rd with the grading of Excellent Select.
Medium size, medium strong elongated dog of still good proportions. Very good
masculine head and expression with dark eye. Level wither with a nick behind, firm
back and well laid croup which should be longer. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. He stands correct in front. Toes could be firmer knit. He has good fore
and underchest development and steps correct coming and going. He exhibits
good ground covering movement where the wither line is not maintained and he
tends to fall slightly on the forehand.
Gradings for remainder of class Excellent
4

*CH.LASHADAS EXHIITIONIST AZ
Uras Trafalga/Spellbinda Kellys Pride
2 1/2 years - medium size, medium strong, very good type and proportions
strong masculine head, eye could be darker, high wither, firm back, croup short and
slightly steep. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation, upper arm should be
slightly longer and better angled, very good underchest, steps correct, shows very
good ground covering ovement where he maintains his wither line.

5

*DELLAHUND KIC ATINALONG AZ
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
2 1/2 years - medium size, strong, very good type, very good proportions and
pigment, very good head and expression with good eye colour. High wither, firm
back, well laid croup should be slightly longer. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, very good fore and underchest, stands correct in front and steps correct.
The dog should not become any deeper. Shows very good ground covering
movement where the reach should be more pronounced and he should be a little
firmer overall.

6

*ANDACHT YASKO AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Anacht Mariah
2 years - medium size, medium strong, very good type and proportions, very good
pigment, very goo head and expression with good eye colour. High wither, slight nick
behind, firm back, well moulded croup that could be longer. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front and steps correct. Good fore and
underchest development, however the dog is still very raw and has a lot more
developing to do. Shows good ground covering movement but falls slightly on the
forehand.

7

*CONKASHA WHISKEY AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Okalani
3 years - above medium size, medium strong elongated dog of good type and
proportions with good pigmentation, masculine head and expression. Level wither,
firm back, with a distinct peak in the topline and short croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very
good fore and underchest.Stands and steps correct. Shows good movement where
both the reach and drive should be more pronouinced and the peak remains in the
topline.

8

*ALNCRYS TRACKER AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Alncrys Leezel
3 years - large, strong, substantial, richly coloured dog of very good type, proportions
and masculinity. Very strong masculine head where eye should be darker. High
wither with nick behind, firm back, short croup. Good fore and hindquarter
angulations, feet could be firmer knit. Steps wide going correct coming. The dog is
presented in very very heavy condition. Shows good movement where both the
reach and drive should be more pronounced and he should remain firmer overall.

BABY PUPPY BITCH - JUDGE - FAY STOKES
Graded Very Promising
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

SUNHAZE POPCORN
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
LEISHJACLYN PROM DANCER
Cayos Noriswand/Nujaclyn Go Go Dancer
KELINPARK SINNAMON
Cayos Noriswand/Kelinpark Indian Summer
TANNALANE BOSSY BOOTS
Cayos Noriswand/Tannalane Cola
ADUELE HOT PANTS
As Du Domaine Du D'Aulnoy/Aduele Divine Diva
KUIRAU SHAHERA
KwintJuerikstall/Kuir Jubilation
SIOBAHN MONTANA
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
DARKANA ENVME
Nilson Wildsteiger Land/Darkana Keanu

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - JUDGE -PETER KOTEVICH
Graded - Very Promising

1
2
3
4
5
6

BRUVIC TRAMONTANE MAGGIE
Cayos Noriswand/Bruvic Indian Summer
SUNHAZENIBBIZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Cherish
SUNDANEKA MISCHKA
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
SUNANEKA MYSTIQUE
Sannjesa Crysty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
AMBERG POPPY
Diego Hasseltal/Ambeg Java
GRUNDELHARDT NEW START
Ray Fichtenschlag/Merle Blumen Kamp

PUPPY BITCH - JUDGE - GRAEME STEVENSON
Graded - Very Promising
1
2
3
4
5

JAKNELL HI PRIORITY
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Jaknell Hi Society
SEMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
TANNALANE DIXIE CHICK
Cayos Noriswand/Druann Fantasia
ZENTAGO BACK IN STEP
Kwint Juerickstall/Eigeschaft Mystic Step
EAGLEVALE BL MASQUE
Aimsway Abacus/Shenova Joda Belle
JUNIOR BITCH - JUDGE KEN NORTHCOTE
All graded - Very Good

1
.

Aldaina Bronack
Ambala Caprio AZ/Ch.Aldaina Bijanka AZ
59cm. Above medium size. Substantial. Strong feminine head. Eyes could be
darker. High wither. Firm back. Very good croup. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulations. Upper arm of good length. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly
cowhocked. Moves correct in front. Very good ground covering gait.

2

Sunhaze Marshmellow AZ
Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) a Z / Sunhaze Giselle AZ
62cm. Bitch standing on upper limit of size. Very good head. Good dark mask.
Slightly light eye. Good ear set. High wither. Firm back. Croup of good angle ,
slightly short. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Underchest could be
slightly longer. Stands correct in front. Moves slightly close behind. Correct in front.
Very good ground covering gait, where back should be firmer.

3

Vonnstein Making Cayos AZ
Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / Sonnentahl Ultra Magic AZ
60cm. Large. Good strength. Strong feminine head. Eyes could be darker. Good
ear set. High wither. Firm back. Croup of good angle, slightly short. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulations. Broad thighs. Short hocks. Stands correct in front.
Good bone strength. Moves

4

Sundaneka Izzy Stardust
Orpheus vd Krauterweise (GMY) a Z/Ch.Sundaneka Tulua AZ
60cm. Above medium size. Bitch of good strength. Good head and Expression.
Good ear set. Slightly short neck. Still normal wither. Firm back. Slightly steep
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Good length of underchest.
Stands correct in front. Moves away slightly cowhocked. Correct coming. Very good
ground covering gait which could be slightly more expansive.

5

Kuirau Ruby AZ
Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) a Z / Kuirau Jubilation AZ
60cm. Above medium size bitch. Strong head. Strong muzzle and underjaw. Very
good planes of head. Correct ear set. Normal wither. Firm back. Slightly short,
slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands
correct in front. Good length of underchest. Good ground covering gait in which the
forehand reach could be more expansive.

6

Durnstein Champagne
Cayos vd Noriswand aZ / Ch.Durnstein Zensation AZ
57cm. A bitch of correct medium size. Very good head and expression. Medium
eye. High wither. Firm back. Croup of good angle, slightly short. Very good fore &
hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Moves away with firm hocks.
Correct coming. Very good ground covering gait with very good reach.

7

Andacht Spanish Eyes
Andacht Don Pedro AZ / Andacht Supor Nina AZ
61cm. Large. Good bone strength. Head and underjaw could be slightly stronger.
Good dark mask. Good ear set. Good length of neck. Normal wither. Firm back.
Good croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in
front. Moves correct coming and going. Very good ground covering gait, falls slightly
on forehand.

8

Brayline Diamond Embrace
Andacht Don Pedro AZ / Ambala Tierra CD HT AZ
59cm. Above medium size. Good head & expression. Slightly short neck.
Level wither. Firm back. Slightly short, slightly step croup. Good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and
going. Gait should be more expansive. Drive should be more effective.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - JUDGE - REG BONELLO
1-2 Graded Very Good Merit
1st

nd

2

*Rhakhani Sleek Classic AZ
*Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ / *Rhakhani Class Action AZ
60.5cm, Large strong bitch of very good type, head, expression and proportions,
medium eye colour, high withers, well laid slightly short croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulations, very good fore chest development, good underline, very
good length of foreleg, correct in front, moves correct front and rear, elbow
connection could be sl. firmer, moves with a very good reach, strong hindquarter
thrust retaining a very good topline
Ch Schneeberg Oso Enchantin AZ
*Ch Schneeberg Pure Talent AZ / Freevale Jealous Eyes AZ
59cm, Medium size, medium strong, very harmonious bitch with correct body
proportions, very good head and expression, medium eye colour, high wither, good
topline, croup could be better angled, very good hind and fore quarter angulation, well
placed shoulder, good length of leg, good fore chest development, good underline,
steps correct front and rear, elbow connection could be a little firmer, moves with a
free flowing gait retaining a very good topline .

Remainder of class Graded Very Good
3rd

Amberg Miss Daisy Boo AZ
*Diego v Hasseltal (Gmy) a Z / *Amberg Viva La Red AZ
61cm, Large bitch of very good type and proportions, very good colour and pigment,
very good head and expression, dark mask, good eye colour, high wither, very good
topline, well laid slightly steep croup, very good hindquarter angulation and good fore
quarter angulations where the upper arm could be better angled good length of
foreleg, good underline, stands correct in front, steps correct front and rear, good
elbow connection, very good reach and drive retaining a very good topline.

4th

*Bemboka Grace N Power AZ
*Astana Ywo (UK) A Z / *Bemboka Evening Star AZ
61cm, Large bitch, medium strong, very good type, very good head and expression
with a good mask, good eye colour, very good proportions, high wither, straight back,
slightly short slightly steep croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, good
length of fore leg, good underline, stand correct in front, steps correct front and rear,
elbows could be a little firmer, in movement shows powerful drive and good reach
retaining a firm back.

th

5

Dellahund One Too Fancy AZ
*Dellahund High N Mighty AZ / *Dellahund Wild Woman AZ
60cm, Large bitch, medium strong, good body proportions, good feminine head and
expression, medium eye, level wither, straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup,
good fore and hindquarter angulations where upper arm could be longer, good
underline, good length foreleg, stands correct in front, moves correct front, slightly
close behind, elbow connection should be firmer, moves very good hindquarter drive,
reach should be more pronounced, retaining a firm back

OPEN BITCH - JUDGE - TERRY JARVIS
Graded 1-5 - Excellent Select
1st -

nd

*Ambala All That Jazz A Z
*Ambala Caprio A Z / *Ch Ambala Show Doll A Z
61cm, Standing on the upper limit of size, strong bitch of excellent type, very good
head and expression, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup well
moulded into the back, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good fore chest
development, good top and underline, stands correct in front, moves correct coming
and going, moves with very good reach and drive, expansive gait shows a willingness
to run where the back remains firm in movement.

2 -

*Ch Aldaina Bijanka AZ
*Karlrach Stone Th Crows A Z / *Aldaina Briana AZ
61cm, Standing on the upper limit of size, very good head and expression, high
wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, good fore chest development, good top and underline, stands correct in
front, moves slightly cow hocked correct coming, moves with a good expansive gait
very good reach and drive where the back remains firm, in movement holds a high
wither.

3rd -

*Ch Vladimir Anarchy A Z
*Unshaus Storm Strike AZ / *Vladimir Olymp Brook A Z
60cm, Large sable bitch of excellent type very good head and expression, high
wither, firm back, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good fore chest
development, stands correct in front, moves close behind and correct in front, moves
with very good reach and drive with a good expansive gait, shows a willingness to
run, back remains firm in movement

th

4

-

*Andacht Super Fortress A Z
*Unox v Aducht (GMY) a Z / *Andacht Spearitt A Z
58cm, Medium size, medium strong bitch of excellent type, very good head and
expression, very good pigment, good withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup,
very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good fore chest development
slight tuck up in the loin, presented slightly out of coat, stands correct in front, moves
correct coming and going, moves with very good reach and drive with good
expansive gait. The back remains firm during movement

5th

-*Drepesh Stars Do Shine A Z
*Orpheus vd Kraüterweise (Gmy)a Z / *Drepesh Miss Jane A Z
61cm.Standing on the upper limit of size, medium strong bitch of excellent type, high
wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, good fore chest development, stands correct in front, moves correct
coming and going, moves with very good expansive gait maintaining high wither at all
times. She has very good reach and drive where the back remains firm during
movement, shows a willingness to run.

Remainder of class Graded - Excellent
6th -

Sundaneka Burmuda Rose A Z
*Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) a Z / *Ch Sundaneka Tulua A Z
60cm, Large, strong substantial bitch of excellent type. Very good head and
expression, good pigment, good wither with slight nick behind, firm back, very good
length and lay of croup well molded into the back, very good fore and hindquarter
angulations, good fore chest development, stands correct in front, moves correct
coming and going, moves with very good reach and drive where the wither could be
held a little higher during movement where she falls slightly on the forehand, the back
remains firm during movement.

7th -

*Bemboka Evening Star A Z
*Conkasha Oksana A Z / Bemboka Cayla CD A Z
61cm, Standing on the upper limit of size, strong bitch very good head and
expression, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulation, good fore chest development, good top and underline, stands
slightly east west, moves correct coming and going, moves with very good reach and
drive, The back is level and firm during movement and she also shows a willingness
to run.

8th - *Andacht Wind Power A Z
*Andacht Don Pedro A Z / Andacht Wind Starke A Z
57cm, Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type, very good head and
expression, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and
hindquarter angulations, very good fore chest development, good top and underline
stands correct in front, moves close behind correct in front, moves with very good
reach and drive, very good expansive gait where the back remains firm, shows a
willingness to run
th

9

th

10

-

*Zentago Nu Vogue A Z
*Eigenschaft Heartbreaker AZ / *Ch Eigenschaft Mystic Step CDX ET A Z
58cm, Medium size, medium strong bitch of excellent type, very good head and
expression, good withers, firm back, good length and lay of croup well molded into
the back, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, good top and underline, very
good fore chest development, presents a lovely picture in stance, stands correct in
front, moves correct coming and going with very good reach and drive, good
expansive gait shows a willingness to run
- *Kuirau Perfect Link A Z
*Kuirau Lincholn A Z / Kuirau Nice N Easy A Z
60cm, Large, strong substantial bitch of very good type, very good head and
expression, good pigment, high wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very
good fore and hindquarter angulation, good top and underline, good fore chest
development, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going, moves with
good reach and drive, The wither could be held higher in movement, the back
remains firm during the gaiting exercise.

11th - *Ch Sundaneka Tulua A Z
*Uno vd Urbecke (Gmy) a Z / *Sundaneka Belladonna A Z
60.5cm, Large bitch of good strength, normal wither, firm back, very good length of
croup, tail set a little high, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good top and
underline, good fore chest development, stands correct in front, moves slightly cow
hocked going correct coming, moves with very good reach and drive where the back
remains firm during movement
12th - *Iccara Long Kiss Good Nite A Z
*Iccara Undercover Agent A Z / *Iccara Bootylicious A Z
60cm, Large strong bitch, very good type, very good head and expression, normal
wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, very good fore chest development, stand slightly east west, moves correct
coming and going, moves with good reach and drive, fall slightly on the forehand,
back remains firm during movement, gait could be more expansive.
13th - *Vaike vd Furstenperle (Gmy) a Z
*Yanox v Bad Boll a / *Aike zum Gigelsfelsen a
57.5, Medium size, medium strong bitch of good type, very good head and
expression, normal wither, firm back, croup slightly short could be better laid, very
good fore and hindquarter angulations, very good fore chest development, presented
out of coat, 3weeks out of Quarantine. Stands correct in front, moves correct coming
and going, moves with very good reach and drive where the back is a little bit unruly
in movement and needs to firm up.
14th -

*Conkasha Vanta A Z
*Uras v Trafalga a Z / *Conkasha Sharlette A Z
58cm, Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type, good pigment, very good
head and expression, normal wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very
good fore and hindquarter angulations, good fore chest development, stands correct
in front, moves close behind slightly wide in front, moves with very good reach and
drive, expansive gait and shows a willingness to run, back remains firm in movement

15th

-*Conkasha Xena A Z
*Uras v Trafalga a Z / Conkasha Tatiana A Z
59cm, Medium size, medium strong bitch of very good type, good head and
expression, good colour, normal wither, firm back, croup could be just a little longer
and better laid, very good fore and hindquarter angulations, good fore chest
development, slight tuck up in the loin, stands correct in front, moves correct coming
and going, moves with good reach and drive expansive gait where the back remains
firm

th

16

- *Aljudan Cracklin Rosie A Z
*Ambala Caprio A Z / *Aljudan High Falutin A Z
61cm, standing on the upper limits of size, strong substantial bitch, good type, very
good head and expression, normal wither, slight nick behind, firm back, good length
and lay of croup, shown slightly heavy, good fore and hindquarter angulation, good
fore chest development, stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going,
moves with good reach and drive falls slightly on the fore hand, overall could be a
little firmer.

17th -*Veeay Rogue A Z
*Gagarin v Bad Boll (Gmy) a Z / *Otana v Bad Boll a Z
61cm, standing on the upper limits of size, strong substantial bitch of good type, level
wither, firm back, good length and lay of croup, very good fore and hindquarter
angulation, good fore chest development, stands slightly east west, moves correct
coming and going, elbows could be firmer, good reach and drive, falls slightly on the
forehand, back remains firm during movement. Overall could be a little firmer.

OBEDIENCE MOCK TRIAL RESULTS - JUDGE Mary Ann Fazekas
CCD

L. Harradence's ELLY with a score of 92

NOVICE

B.McKittrick's

NOVICE

Mr & Mrs Bergen's LEPAL ACES HIGH TWO with a score of 184 - 2nd

OPEN

Koonski Kennel's DRUANN DASCHA CDX with a score of 191

UTILITY

Koonski Kennel's DRUANN DSCHA CDX with a score of 177

ALNCRYS VELVET OMEGA CCD with a score of 188 - lst

JUNIOR HANDLERS
7-12 YEARS
lst
2nd
3rd

Amy Allen
Rebecca Aliverti
Caitlin Reilly

12-17 YEARS
lst

Stephanie Johnson

NSW State Breed Assessment & Mock Obedience Trials
SIEGER AND SIEGERIN

SIEGER AND WINNER OF OPEN DOG CLASS
*Cayos Von Der Noriswand (Imp Gmy) 'a' ED

SIEGERIN AND WINNER OF OPEN BITCH CLASS
*Ambala All That Jazz AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG
Aduele Fortune Hunter AZ

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
*Rhakhani Sleek Chassis AZ

JUNIOR DOG
Dellahund Party Prize AZ

JUNIOR BITCH
Aldaina Bronack

PUPPY DOG
Leishjaclyn Navel Dancer

PUPPY BITCH
Jaknell Hi Priority

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Andacht I Am Legand

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Bruvic Tramontane Maggie

BABY PUPPY DOG
Ambala Toblarone

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Sunhaze Popcron

BREEDERS GROUP WINNER
Andacht Kennels

Official show photos supplied by Kurt Morton
Mock Obedience Trials Winners
CCD CLASS WINNER
NOVICE CLASS WINNER
Elly Exh Lana Harrandence
Alncrys Velvet Omega CCD AZ
Exh Barbara McKittrick

OPEN CLASS WINNER
Druann Dascha CDX AZ Exh Pat Bailey

UTILITY CLASS WINNER
Druann Dascha CDX AZ
Exh Pat Bailey

Maryanne Fazekas Mock Obedience Trials judge with GSDL Vice President Terry Jarvis

Mock Trial Photos supplied by Judy Connor

Show Raffle kindly donated by Leppington Veterinary Clinic

Raffle won by Fran McAdam

G.S.D.L. 11th OCTOBER, 2008 SHOW AND OBEDIENCE TRIAL
DOG CLASSES JUDGE - MR. GREG GREEN, VICTORIA
BABY PUPPY DOG - 4 Very Promising 5 Promising
1 BABANGA FRISCO
As Du Domaine Du Val D'aulnoy/Rufstone Cher
2 SIOBAHN KENTUCKY
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
3 ARKKU DUCATI
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Wiesa Ersten Platz
4 KHAYEM FASKO (IID)
Faskod Uhlmental/Lilli Trompetersprung
5 ALDAINA LEAVE IT TO BEAVER
Uras Trafalga/Aldaina Udele
MINOR PUPPY DOG - l-4 Very Promising 5-6 Promising
1 AIMSWAY COLD BLAST
Denargun Browned Off/Aimsway Kooda Ta
2 FREMONT WET WILLY
As Du Domaine Du Val D'aulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
3 RUBYSWAY SUPER SUPREME
Aimsway Stone Cold/Aimsway Koca Cola
4 RHAKHANI CANDY MAN
Cayos Noriswand/Rhakhani Candy Girl
5 DARKANA ESKIMO JO
Nilson Wildsteiger Land/Darkana Keanu
6 AMBALA TOBLARONE
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
PUPPY DOG - 1-2 Very Promising
1 FREEVALE CAUSIN CAYOS
Cayos Noriswand/Eigenschaft Regal Flame
2 CONKASHA QUANTAM RAIDER
Joanchell Condor/Conkasha Vanta
JUNIOR DOG - 1-9 VERY GOOD
1 SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneeberg Pure Charm
13 months - 65 cm - large strong substantial very good type and proportions, masculine head, very
good strength of skull and foreface, good expression, ideally eye could be darker, very good length of
neck, high wither, firm strong back, slightly short slightly steep croup, good fore, upper arm could be
longer, very good hindquarter angulation. very good fore and underchest development. very good
length of foreleg, slightly upright pasterns, stands correct in front, presented in very good condition,
moves close behind, correct coming. In movement shows very good ground covering gait, powerful
drive, very good reach where back remains firm. Double Pl upper right.
2 SUNHAZE OUTRAGIOUS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Lyca
l6 1/2 months - 64 cm - well above medium size medium strong very good type and proportions very
good head and expression good length of neck good withers firm back slightly short slightly steep croup
good fore upper arm could be slightly longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation, good
fore and underchest development for age, very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front, moves
correct coming and going, elbows yet to achieve final firmness. Very good reach and drive.
3 DURNSEIN CAPTAIN KIRK AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
16 months 65cm - large medium strong very good colour and pigmentation good type and proportions
very good strength of head good strength of skull and very good strength of foreface slightly loose lower
lips good length of neck stands with high wither firm strong topline slightly short just slightly steep croup
good fore upper arm could be longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation balanced fore

and underchest development good length of foreleg stands correct in front. In movement shows overall
good ground cover and good drive, good reach. wither height maintains, back remains firm.
4 DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Dellahund High N Posh
17 months - 65cm - large strong substantial masculine male of very good pigmentation and colour very
good strength of skull and foreface good overall masculinity good eye colour good mask very good
length of neck good wither firm back slightly short slightly steep croup good fore where the upper arm is
of good angle but could be slightly longer very good hindquarter angulation good breadth of thigh
pronounced fore and very good underchest development ideally slightly longer foreleg stands correct in
front close going slightly wide coming elbows yet to firm. In movement shows good drive and reach
where the back remains firm.
5 SEIGEN GIVE IT TO ME AZ
Iccarra Undercover Agent/Jentol Giftothgab
15 months - 64 cm - above medium size strong substantial sable dog of overall very good type, very
good head good expression ideally eye could be darker good length of neck stands with a high wither
firm back slightly short well laid croup good fore upper arm is of good angle but could be slightly longer
very good hindquarter angulation very good breadth of thigh very good fore and underchest
development could be slightly firmer in pasterns stands correct in front moves correct coming correct
going elbows yet to firm. In movement shows very good ground covering gait very good reach and drive
maintains wither height.
6 VLADIMIR CHICKA WAH WAH
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
12 months - 64 1/2 cm - well above medium size medium strong sable good type very good head and
expression desired dark eye very good strength of skull very good masking of foreface good length of
neck head held slightly erect high wither strong back slightly short slightly steep croup good fore upper
arm could be slightly longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation good forechest
development slightly short underchest stands correct in front slightly wide coming correct going hocks
and elbows yet to firm. In movement shows very good ground covering gait very good drive and reach
ideally back could be a little firmer.
7 ANDACHT ARMANDO AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Quina
15 months - 65 cm - large medium strong slightly elongated dog of very good type good head and
expression eye could be darker good length of neck high wither firm back slightly short slightly steep
croup good fore upper arm could be longer very good hindquarter angulation good in front close behind
correct coming elbows could be firmer. In movement shows good ground covering gait very good drive
and reach back remains firm.
8 SUNDANEKA JETSTREAM
Sundaneka Ned Kelly/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
17 months - 67 cm - oversize, strong substantial very good type very good proportions strong masculine
head very good strength of skull and foreface slightly loose lips high wither firm back slightly short
slightly steep croup good fore upper arm could be longer and better angled very good hindquarter
angulation good fore and underchest development for age very good length of foreleg good breadth of
thigh stands correct in front. In movement shows good ground covering gait overall balanced ideally
would like to see wither held better in movement drive could be more effective moves close behind
moves correct coming hocks and elbows yet to firm.
9 ALJUDAN CREATE ASTORM AZ
Jonkahra Matrix/Aljudan Catch Twentitoo
16 months - 65 1/2 cm - large strong substantial slightly elongated proportions strong masculine head
very good strength of skull and very good strength of foreface very good eye colour ideally could be a
little longer in neck good wither slight nick behind strong back slightly short slightly steep croup good
fore upper arm could be longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation very good fore and
underchest development stands correct in front slightly wide behind slightly wide coming elbows yet to
achieve firmness presented in slightly heavy condition, Shows a balanced ground covering movement
very good reach and drive ideally the back could remain firmer
INTERMEDIATE DOG - 1-5 VERY GOOD
1 FREMONT TOO HOT TO HANDLE AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
21 months - 64 cm - above medium size medium strong substantial overall very good type very good
proportions very good head and expression ideally eye could be a little darker good masking of foreface

very good length of neck stands with good wither firm strong back slightly short well laid croup good fore
upper arm of good angle but could be slightly longer very good hindquarter angulation very good
breadth of thigh balanced fore and underchest development pleasing picture in stance stands correct in
front dry and firm moves correct behind. Shows very good ground covering gait very good reach and
drive overall balanced dog where dog maintains firm topline
2 FREEVALE SWEET LACHLAN AZ
Aimsway Stone Cold/Freevale Crazy for Love
23 months - 65 cm - large strong substantial very good type and proportions very good strength of head
slightly loose lower lips very good length of neck high wither strong back slightly short slightly steep
croup good fore upper arm could be slightly longer very good hindquarter angulation very good fore and
underchest development very good colour very good length of foreleg stands correct in front. In
movement shows very good ground covering gait very good reach and drive back remains firm.
3 ADUELE FORTUNE HUNTER AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Aduele Divine Diva
25 months - 66 cm - very large medium strong dry and firm overall good type very good head and
expression very good length of neck high wither firm strong back slightly short well laid croup good fore
upper arm could be longer ad better angled very good hindquarter angulation good breadth of thigh
good fore and underchest development very good length of foreleg stands correct in front moves correct
behind correct coming elbows and hocks could be firmer. In movement shows very good ground
covering gait very good reach and drive back remains firm.
4 CH.FREEVALE FORGET THE REST AZ
Sam Zellergrund /Freevale Star Performer
19 1/2 months - 66 cm - very large very well coloured overall good type medium strong dry and firm very
good head and expression medium eye colour very good length of neck stands with good wither firm
strong back slightly short just slightly steep croup good fore upper arm of good angle but could be
slightly longer very good hindquarter angulation balanced fore and underchest very good length of
foreleg stands correct in front moves slightly wide behind correct in front elbows yet to firm. In
movement shows very good ground covering gait good reach and drive ideally wither should be held
higher.
5 KUIRAU QUINLAN AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Fantasia
22 months - 62 1/2 cm - medium size medium strong substantial overall very good type very good head
and expression good eye colour very good length of neck stands with a high wither firm back slightly
short well laid croup good fore upper arm of good length could be better laid very good hindquarter
angulation very good breadth of thigh very good fore and underchest development stands correct in
front moves correct coming elbows could be firmer moves slightly wide behind. Good ground covering
movement good drive and reach just peaks slightly over back back remains firm.
OPEN DOG - 1-6 EXCELLENT - 7 VERY GOOD
1 URAS V TRAFALGA (IMP GMY) aZ
Fimo Kirchhok/Iris Trafalga
6 years - medium size strong substantial very good pigment and colour slightly elongated proportions
very good head and expression very good eye colour very good mask foreface and skull stands with
high wither firm strong back slightly short slightly steep croup good angle of upper arm but could be
slightly longer very good hindquarter angulation good breadth of thigh very good fore and underchest
development slightly out of coat stands correct in front moves correct behind correct coming. Moves
with very good reach and drive wth overall very good ground cover where back remains firm.
2 AS DU DOMAINE DU VAL d'AULNOY (IMP FRANCE) HD/ED
Zamp Thermodos/Prissa du Domaine du Val d'Aulnoy
3 1/2 years - large medium strong substantial very good type and proportions dry and firm very good
head and expression good strength of skull and foreface good length of neck high wither firm back
slightly short well laid croup good fore upper arm could be longer and better angled very good
hindquarter angulation good breadth of thigh balanced fore and underchest development very good
length of foreleg stands correct in front moves correct behind correct coming elbows could be a little
firmer. In movement shows very good drive good reach where wither line is maintained back remains
firm.

3 ANDACHT DON PEDRO AZ
Andacht Shakespear/Turnberry Super Impose
6 years - very large strong substantial well pigmented and coloured dog of overall good type very good
head and expression good eye colour very good length of neck high wither slight nick behind slightly
short slightly steep croup good fore and hindquarter angulation very good breadth of thigh very good
fore and underchest development good length of foreleg stands correct in front moves wide going
correct coming elbows should be firmer. In movement shows very good ground covering gait very good
drive and reach back remains firm slightly worn lower incisors.
4 AIMSWAY STONE COLD AZ
Karlrach Stone Th Crows/Aimsway Santa Montezz
4 1/2 years - very large strong overall very good type and proportions very good head and expression
good eye colour good length of neck high wither slight nick behind slightly short well laid croup good
fore where upper arm is of good lay but could be longer very good hindquarter angulation good breadth
of thigh good forechest development slightly short underchest development very good length of foreleg
stands correct in front moves correct behind correct coming elbows should be firmer. In movement
shows good ground cover with very good drive and reach ideally could carry wither higher, back
remains firm.
5 DELLAHUND KIC ATINALONG AZ
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
23 months - above medium size, strong substantial overall good colour and pigmentation very good
head and expression very good eye colour very good mask and skull high wither firm strong back
slightly short slightly steep croup good fore upper arm could be a little longer very good hindquarter
angulation good forechest development just slightly deep underchest development good length of
foreleg stands correct in front slightly wide going correct coming. In movement shows very good ground
covering gait very good drive and reach back remains firm.
6 CH.GLENBALA FULL IMPACT AZ
Fanto Team Fiemereck/Glenbala Wild Impact
4 years - large strong substantial overall good type ideally should be stronger in saddle very good head
good expression eye could be darker good length of neck high wither firm strong back slightly short well
laid croup good fore upper arm could be longer and better angled very good hindquarter angulation
good fore and underchest development very good length of foreleg stands correct in front slightly wide
coming wide going. In movement has balanced reach and drive good hindquarter drive and good
forehand reach where back remains firm and wither maintains.
7 CH ALNCRYS TRACKER AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Alncrys Leezel
3 1/2 years - very large strong substantial masculine slightly heavy condition very good head expression
marred by light eye slightly loose lower lips good length of neck high wither slight nick behind strong
back slightly short slightly steep croup upper arm of good angle but slightly short very good hindquarter
angulation good breadth of thigh very good forechest development slightly deep underchest. Ideally
would like to seem him longer in foreleg and more upright in paster stands correct in front moves wide
behind correct coming back remains sufficiently firm.
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JUDGE - MRS. MELANIE GROTH, NSW
BABY PUPPY BITCH - 1-8 Very Promising 9- Promisng l0-Ungraded
1 ADALINDA AMAZON
As du Domaine du al D'aulnoy/Babanga Billy Holiday
2 BABANGA FIPSI
As du Domaine du al D'aulnoy/Rufstone Cher
3 ALDAINA LETS ELOPE
Uras Trafalga/Aldaina Udele

4 TANNALANE BOSSY BOOTS
Cayos Noriswand/Tannalane Cola
5 EXYZED DIVINE MADNESS
Schneeberg Old Crow/Exyzed Divine Miss
6 ALDAINA LUCY LU
Uras Trafalga/Aldaina Udele
7 SUNDANEKA OKINA
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
8 TAKIMBRE YOKO ONO
Bart Renix-Haus/Swartzlic Echo
9 SUNDANEKA OXANA
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
l0 INCAVALE MARGUERITA
Conkasha Whiskey/Aldaina Inca
MINOR PUPPY BITCH - 1-10 Very Promising
1 SUNHAZE COCOA POP
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
2 SUNHAZE POPCORN
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
3 SCHNEEBERG NEVA BACK DWN
Lashadas Xhibitionist/Freevale Jealous Eyes
4 AIMSWAY SNAP FROZEN
Denargun Browned Off/Aimsway Kooda Ta
5 AMBALA CANDY
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
6 KUIRAU SHAHERA
Kwint Juenkstall/Kuira Jubilation
7 RHAKHANI CANDY KISSES
Cayos Noriswand/Rhakhani Candy Girl
8 RUBYSWAY MY PRECIOUS
Aimsway Stone Cold/Aimsway Koca Cola
9 SIOBAHN MONTANA
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
l0 AMBALA LOLLY
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
PUPPY BITCH - 1-4 Very Promising
1 KIRCHBERG ACUTE BEAUTY
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Pendragan Bols as Brass
2 TANNALANE DIXIE CHICK
Cayos Noriswand/Druann Fantasia
3 ANDACHT I AM LEGION
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
4 SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose

JUNIOR BITCH - 1-9 Very Good
1 AIMSWAY CHEWBACCA
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Aimsway Milkado
60 cm - large, medium strong, well coloured just slightly elongated of pleasing type, good head where
the expression is marred by just slightly light eye, strong neck, high withers, firm back well moulded
croup upper arm should be just a little longer, slightly steep shoulder, very good hindquarter angulation
with powerful thighs, the forechest should be a little more pronounced, very good underchest, very good
length of foreleg, stepping slightly narrow at rear, correct in front, hock joints should be a little tighter.
Displays powerful drive with very good reach maintaining a pleasing topline.
2 AIMSWAY COLADA
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Pinacoloda

61 cm - very large, strong, elongated, very well constructed female of pleasing type, good head where
the stop should be a little more pronounced and the eyes a little darker, strong neck which is held
slightly erect, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, the upper arm should be just a
little longer, correct hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest, very good length of foreleg,
stands not quite correct in front, steps correct at rear, very good firmness of hock and elbow joints. In
movement displays very good ground cover where the back remains firm, very good overall firmness.
3 SUNHAZE INTEGRITY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Intrigue
58.5 cm - just medium size, medium strong, stretched, feminine female of very good type, very good
head and expression, eyes should be darker, very good masking, good length of neck which is held just
slightly erect, level withers, firm back, well moulded slightly short croup, very good forequarter
angulation slightly deep hindquarter angulaton with powerful thighs, good fore and very good
underchest, very good length of foreleg, should stand a little more correct in front, the ears should be
firmer, stepping slightly wide at rear correct in front with good elbow connection, hocks should be a little
tighter. Displays powerful drive with very good reach however steps just slightly high, maintains a very
good wither line.
4 JAKNELL HI PRIORITY
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Jaknell Hi Society
59 cm - just medium size, medium strong, elongated, well coloured female of good type, slightly long
foreface and stop should be more defined, good eye colour, neck is just slightly erect, level withers, well
moulded slightly short croup, very good angulaton of the fore and hindquarters, good fore and just
slightly short underchest, well coated, good length of foreleg, stepping correct both front and rear
however hock and elbow connection should be a little tighter Very good ground covering expansive
movement where the back ligamentation should be a little firmer.
5 ASTERHUND EVANGELINA AZ
Uras Trafalga/Tonaker Bianca Bell
60 cm - large, well coloured, elongated female of pleasing type, very good head where the eye should
be darker, ears are rather large, erect neck, level withers, well laid slightly short croup, the upper arm
should be a little longer but is well angled, very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest,
very good length of foreleg, should stand a little more correct in front, should be sown in slightly better
coat condition, steps narrow at rear, hocks and elbows should be tighter. Displays powerful drive with
very good reach however back ligamentation should be much firmer.
6 SEMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
61 cm - very large, strong, expressive slightly elongated female of pleasing type, expressive and well
coloured head, the neck is set slightly erect but is of good length, high wither, firm back, well moulded
croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, good fore and underchest development, very good
length of foreleg, stepping slightly narrow at rear, could be a little more correct in front. Displays very
good drive however the reach should be a little more free.
7 SIERSHA EMPIRE ROSE
Aimsway Stone Cold/Siersha Queen Onabbu
61 cm - very large, medium strong, well proportioned black and light gold female of good type, good
head, slightly roman nose and the stop should be a little more defined, good masking, the eye should be
a little darker and the neck a little longer, level withers, firm back, steep croup, the upper arm should be
a little longer, slightly deep hindquarter angulation with well muscled thighs, presented in very good coat
condition, good fore just slightly short underchest, steps slightly narrow at rear with good firmness of the
hocks, stepping slightly wide in front and the elbows could be firmer. Balanced movement where the
drive could be a little more effective and she should show a little more enthusiasm.
8 ZENTAGO BACK IN STEP
Kwint Juerickstall/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
61 cm - double Pl upper left - very large. strong, substantial well coloured richly pigmented female of
good type slightly elongated proportions, expressive head, good ear set, strong neck that should be a
little longer, level withers, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup, presented in slightly heavy
condition, good fore and very good underchest, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, very
good length of foreleg, stands not quite correct in front, stepping narrow at rear where the hock joints
should be a little tighter and slightly wide in front, In movement displays good drive and reach just a
slight tendency to fall on the forehand.
9 TAKIMBRE VIKING LASS AZ
Bart Renix-Haus/Schwartzlic Echo

60 cm - large, medium strong, very expressive, well proportioned female of pleasing type, the planes
of the skull should be a little more correct, very good ear set, very good masking, the neck should be a
little longer, level wither, firm back in stance, slightly short slightly steep croup, presented in very good
coat condition, very good length and lay of the upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation, very good
length of foreleg, good fore and just slightly short underchest, standing correct in front, stepping slightly
cow hocked at rear, correct in front with good elbow connection, hocks should be a little tighter, should
carry her tail a little more correct. Displays very good drive with slightly restricted reach, show in slightly
heavy condition, should be tighter in ligamentation.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH 1-15 Very Good
1 *CH.YUKISAN UKLA AZ
Scheer Tequila/Asuka di Casa Massarelli (Italy)
59cm - 23 months - above medium size well boned well coloured black and gold female of very pleasing
type, very good head and expression, strong powerful neck of good length, level withers, firm back into
well moulded slightly short croup, very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters with broad powerful
thighs, very good length of foreleg, very good fore and underchest development, presented in very good
coat condition, steps correctly however the elbow joints should be a little firmer. Energetic movement
with very good ground coverage maintaining a very good overline with very good firmness overall.
2 ALDAINA BRONACK AS
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
60 cm - 18 months - large, expressive, well boned female of excellent type, very good head and
expression, very good length of neck just set a little erect, very good top and underline, very good fore
and hindquarter angulation, she should have a little more prosternum, very good length of foreleg,
presented in very good coat and show condition, stepping correct both front and rear,hock joints should
be a little firmer. Displays excellent ground coverage with very good reach and drive maintaining a very
good topline, the tail should show a little more life.
3 CH.SCHNEERBERG OSO ENCHANTIN AZ
Schneeberg Pure Talent/Freevale Jealous Eyes
59.5 - 2 years - above medium size, medium strong, expressive well constructed female of very good
type, good head and expression, however the masking should show a little more coverage, the neck is
set just slightly erect, very good top and underline, very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters
very good length of foreleg, stepping a little narrow at rear correct in front, very light on her feet. In
movement displays very good drive and excellent reach maintaining a very good topline and shows
much enjoyment in her movement.
4 SUNHAZE MARSHMELLO AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
61 cm - 18 months very large mediium strong expressive slightly elongated red sable bitch of lovely type very good head
and expression very good neck high withers firm back slightly short well moulded croup very good fore
and hindquarter angulation good fore and very good underchest development very good length of
foreleg standing correct in front steps narrow at rear correct in front bone could be a little stronger for
the size. Displays much energy in movement with very good hindquarter drive and reach maintaining a
good wither line.
5 AIMSWAY MILARKY AZ
Aimsway Aramis/Aimsway Milwaukee
59 cm - 2 3/4 years - above medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated female of good type, well
constructed head, the eye should be a fraction darker, strong neck but should be a little longer, level
withers, firm back, slightly short well laid croup, the upper arm could be just a little longer, very good
angulation of the hindquarters, good fore and underchest, shown slightly out of coat condition, pasterns
should be a little firmer, good length of foreleg, stepping slightly narrow at rear correct in front, hock and
elbow connection should be just a little tighter. Displays good ground coverage where the back remains
firm, maintaining a very good wither line.
6 TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
61 cm - 2 1/2 years - very large, strong, substantial, richly coloured , well pigmented, slightly elongated
female of pleasing type, very good head the lips should be a little tighter, desired dark eye, expressive,
very good length of neck, very good top and underline, very good fore and hindquarter angulation,
standing correct in front, stepping slightly narrow both front and rear, showing good connection of the

hock and elbow. Displays a very good sequence of step with very good ground coverage maintaining a
very good topline.
7 RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Rhakhani Class Action
60.6 cm - 21 months - large, robust, well constructed slightly elongated female of pleasing type, very
good head and expression, the lips should be a little tighter, strong neck, high withers, firm back, well
moulded croup, very good fore and hindquarter angulation, very good fore and underchest, good length
of foreleg, presented in very good coat condition, stepping correct both front and rear should be a little
tighter in hocks. Displays energetic movement where the back remains firm and the wither line is held.
8 VOLSCAIN QUESTA AZ
Karlos Werther-Muhle/Molle Wether Muhle
58 cm - 20 months - medium size, medium strong, richly coloured black and gold female of pleasing
type, slightly elongated, expressive feminine head with very good planes of the skull, very good neck,
high wither, firm back, well moulded croup, the pasterns should be a fraction stronger, the upper arm is
just a little steep, very good hindquarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, very good fore and
underchest, stepping a little wide at rear correct in front. Displays very good ground cover maintaining a
firm overline.
9 SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
60 cm - 18 months - large, medium strong, slightly elongated female of very good type shown slightly
out of coat condition, very good head and expression with desired dark eye, strong neck high withers
firm back well moulded croup, good fore and just slightly short underchest, upper arm should be just a
little longer but is well angled, very good hindquarter angulation, very good length of foreleg, stepping a
little wide at rear, correct in front, hock joints should be firmer. Displays good drive just a slight
restriction in the reach, the back should be a little more level in movement, the pasterns should be a
little firmer.
10RUFSTONE BLACK PEARL AZ
Aimsway Bacchus/Rufstone Calamity Jane
58.5 cm - 22 months - medium size, medium strong slightly elongated female of good type, expressive
feminine head, well coloured, desired dark eye, rather large ears, good neck, high withers, firm back,
well moulded croup just slightly short croup, good fore and underchest, the upper arm could be just a
little longer and is slightly steep, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, good length of foreleg, tail casts
slightly to the left, steps correct in front and rear, hock joints should be much firmer, the bone should be
a little stronger. Displays powerful drive with good reach maintaining a firm overline.
l1 DELLAHUND KIC N KATCH
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
60 cm - 2 3/4 years - large, strong elongated brood type female of pleasing colour and type, very good
head and expression with desired dark eye colour, strong masking, high withers, firm back, slightly short
slightly steep croup, upper arm should be a little longer, well angled shoulder blade, very good
hindquarter angulation pronounced fore and underchest development, shown in slightly heavy condition
but well coated, steps narrow both front and rear with good connection of the hocks and elbows. In
movement displays good power from the rear with very good forereach however the back ligamentation
must be much tighter and she should not become any deeper.
12 KUIRAU RUBY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
60 cm - l9 months - large, strong robust well proportioned female of good type, strong head the lips
should be a little cleaner, very good eye colour, powerful neck that should be a little longer, slight dip
behind level wither, slightly short slightly steep croup, upper arm could be a little longer but is well
angled, very good hindquarter angulation and is well muscled, good length of foreleg, pasterns are a
little upright, steps correct both front and rear however should be a little tighter in the hock and elbow
joints. Shows powerful drie with good reach maintaining good wither line.
13 CH.ZENTAGO NU VOGUE AZ
Eigenschaft Heartbreaker/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
59 cm - 2years 3 months - above medium size, medium strong well constructed female of good type
presented in very good coat condition, very good well structured head with powerful jaw, the eye could
be just a little darker, very good length of neck, level withers, firm back, slightly short well laid croup, tail
is set slightly high, good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, good fore and pronounced
underchest, stands correct in front, stepping slightly wide both front and rear. Displays very good drive
with just a slight restriction in the reach, back remains firm, shows much energy in her movement.
14 TAKIMBRE TIA MARIA AZ

Kuirau Lincoln/Takimbre Haleys Comet
60 cm - 23 months - large, strong black and light gold well proportioned female of good type, she should
be much stronger in colour and pigmentation with good head with desired dark eye however she should
have more mask, strong neck, high withers firm back quite well moulded croup very good angulations of
the fore and hindquarters, good fore and just slightly short underchest, very good length of foreleg,
stepping narrow in front the hock joints should be much firmer. Displays good ground coverage
maintaining a high wither and she should show a little more energy in her presentation.
15 ICCARA LONG KISS GOOD NIGHT AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Iccara Bootylicious
60 cm - 2 years 3 months - large, strong, robust slightly elongated, well coated, black and light gold
female of good type, strong head with desired dark eye, the ears should be set higher, the neck should
be a little longer, high withers, firm back, slightly short well laid croup, the upper arm should be longer
and a little better angled very good hindquarter angulation, pronounced black pigment on the hocks and
toes, slight rounding of the bones at the elbows, pasterns should be a little firmer, stepping narrow at
rear the hock joints and elbow joints should be a little tighter. Displays good drive the reach however
shows a slight tendency to fall on the forehand, the back ligamentation is firm.
OPEN BITCH - 1-10 EXCELLENT
1 CH.VLADIMIR ANARCHY AZ
Unshaus Storm Strike/Vladimir Olymp Brook
60.5 cm - 3 years - large, strong, slightlye longated, well coated well coloured sable female of very
pleasing type, presented in very good show condition, very good head and expression, very good length
of neck which is just set slightly erect, very good top and underline very good fore and hindquarter
angulation very broad powerful thighs steps slightly narrow at rear where the hock joints should be
much firmer and the elbow connection much tighter. Displays very good ground covering gait with
much energy maintaining a firm topline.
2 ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ
Unox Aducht/Andacht Spearitt
60 cm - 3 years 8 months - large, medium strong very well constructed richly coloured richly pigmented
black and red female of excellent type very good head and expression strong neck very good top and
underline very good fore and hindquarter angulation good fore and underchest presented in very good
coat condition very good length of foreleg steps correct front and rear with good connection of hock and
elbow joints. Displays far reaching effortless gait where the topline remains absolutely firm.
3 SUNHAZE ANIQUE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Sunhaze Giselle
59.5 cm - 3 years - above medium size medium strong elongated well coloured sable female of pleasing
type very good head and expression very good length of neck very good top and underline very good
forequarter angulation slightly deep hindquarter angulation good fore and very good underchest very
good length of foreleg pasterns should be a little firmer steps narrow at rear correct in front hock and
elbow joints should be a little tighter. Displays very good drie and reach maintaining a very good topline
and excellent overall firmness.
4 JOLLY V THERMODOS (GMY) AZ
Zamp Thermodos/Miri Zellergrund
60 cm - 2 1/2 years - large, strong substantial elongated robust female of pleasing type, very good head
rather large ears, very good length of neck, good topline, very good forequarter angulation and slightly
deep hindquarter angulation pronounced fore and very good underchest development powerful bone
just shown in slightly out of coat condition, standing correct in front steps correct both front and rear the
elbow connection should be a little tighter very good hock connection. Displays far reaching movement
with very good drive however the ligamentation should be a little tighter.
5 KUIRAU PERFECT LINK
Kuirau Lincholn/Kuirau Nice N Easy
60 cm - 2 years 3 months - large, medium strong slightly elongated well constructed black and gold
female of pleasing type, very good head and expression powerful neck slight nick behind level withers
firm back slightly short slightly steep croup very good angulation of the fore and hindquarters, good fore
and underchest the pasterns should be a little firmer, shown in slightly out of coat condition, moving
correct front and rear with very good overall firmness of hock and elbows. Displays very good ground
covering movement and good topline.
6 SUNDANEKA BURMUDA ROSE AZ

Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
60.5 cm - 4 years - large, strong slightly elongated black and gold female of pleasing type very good
head and slight nick out of left ear, expressive, good length of neck, slight nick behind high withers, just
slightly steep croup, very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation, pronounced fore and very good
underchest, should be a little tighter in lips, shown in slightly out of coat condition, very good length of
foreleg, pasterns should be a little firmer, steps narrow both front and rear hock joints should be much
tighter. Displays very good ground covering movement and good topline, should carry her head a little
highter in movement.
7 SUNDANEKA BONNIE BELLE AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
60 cm - 4 years - large strong substantial expressive black and gold female of good type very good
head with desired dark eye strong powerful neck slight nick behind level withers very good forequarter
angulation just slightly deep hindquarter angulation broad powerful thighs good fore and just slightly
short underchest, good length of foreleg, stepping narrow at rear and front the hock connection should
be much firmer. Displays powerful drive with good reach should carry the head a little higher show in
slightly heavy condition.
8 SUNDANEKA FRENCH KISS AZ
Orpheus Krauterwiese/Sundaneka Xanadu
61 cm - 2 years 8 months - large, medium strong richly coloured black and gold female of pleasing type
very good head and expression her neck should be just a little longer level wither firm back just slightly
short steep croup very good fore and hindquarter angulation good fore and just slightly short
underchest, good length of foreleg pasterns should be a little longer, stepping narrow both front and rear
her hock conneciton should be much tighter. In movement displays good drive with very good reach
maintaining a firm back very good zest in movement.
9 CH.FLETA PRIDES LOUISA AZ
Brezlin Levitate/Fleta Vella
58.5 cm - 2 years 8 months - above medium size medium strong elongated quite substantial black and
gold female of pleasing type very good head just slight roman nose desired dark eye good length of
neck level withers firm back well moulded slightly steep croup very good fore and hindquarter angulation
pronounced fore and underchest development ideally the saddle colouring could be a little darker very
good length of foreleg stepping correct both front and rear hock connection could be a little tighter. In
movement shows very good drive and reach however should be a little tighter in the ligamentation over
the back.
l0 CH.SIERSHA QUEEN ONABBU AZ
Scheer Tequila/Rufstone Charlette
60 cm - 2 years 9 months - large medium strong expressive substantial well coated black and gold
female of good type with good head and expression desired dark eye strong neck high withers firm back
slightly short slightly steep croup upper arm should be just a little bit longer and the shoulder is set
slightly steep very good hindquarter angulation well pigmented strongly coloured good fore and
underchest steps cleanly front and rear. Covers ground well with good reach and drive and firmness of
back.
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SPRING FAIR CRITIQUES – SATURDAY 22 ND NOVEMBER, 2008
DOG JUDGE – HERR. F.P. KNAUL SV (GMY)
BABY PUPPY DOG – Gradings 1-10 Very Promising
1

NARATHOR JAZZ DRUMMER
Cayos Noriswand/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
2 KELINPARK TRAVELLIN MAN
Cayos Noriswand/Kelinpark Onya
3 JENTOL BUNNTYS ULTERIOR MOTIVE
Seigen Party Starter/Jentol Ravas Rambunkshhus
4 ARKKU DUCATI
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Wiesa Ersten Platz
5 TANNALANE ZULU CHIEF
Cayos Noriswand/Tannalane Brandy Queen
6 STEINHUEGAL ATLANTIS
(not listed in catalogue)
7 KAYROSSI ORIGINAL SIN
Mike Estherlager/Kayrossi Elektra
8 TAKIMBRE ZULU CHIEF
Lawline Full Impact/Takimbre Shes Fine
9 SCHNEERBERG KUSTOM MADE
Bruvic Bobbys Basko/Schneeberg Pure Charm
10 SCHNEEBERG KUSTOM INK
Bruvic Bobbys Basko/Schneeberg Pure Charm
MINOR PUPPY DOG – Gradings 1-5 Very Promising
1
2
3
4
5

AMBALA TOBLARONE
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
AIMSWAY COLD BLAST
Denargun Browned Off/Aimswy Kooda Ta
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
AIMSWAY EM JAY
Aimsway Aramis/Aimsway Cat Balou
DARKANA ESKIMO JO
Nilson Wildstgeiger Land/Darkana Keanu

PUPPY DOG – Gradings 1-4 Very Promising
1
2
3
4

CONKASHA QUANTAM RAIDER
Joanchell Condor/Conkasha Vanta
KAYROSSI METAL MULISHA
Sannjesta Crusty Demon/Kayrossi Golden Star
FREMONT WET WILLY
As Du Domaine Du Val D’Aulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
ANDACHT I AM LEGEND
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose

JUNIOR DOG – Gradings 1-8 Very Good 9-11 Good
1 SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM AZ
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneeberg Pure Charm
65cm – Pl upper right double – correct size, medium strong, stretched,excellent type and expression, good head,
correct topline, upper am could be a little longer, very good angulation of the rear, correct frontline, correct in front,
hocks should be a little firmer, shows excellent powerful movement, very well balanced.
2 CH.FREEVALE CAUSIN CHAOS
Cayos Noriswand/Eigenschaft Regal Flame
64.5cm – over medium size, strong, stretched, good type and expression strong head, correct topline, good position
of crop, upper arm should be somewhat longer, good angulation of the rear somewhat short in the underline, correct
frontline, correct coming an going, powerful balanced movement with very good ground cover.
3 HAUSOSIN DASH OF CLASS
Gollo Leinderland/Hausosin Aintnosin
67cm – Pl upper left double – top of size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head and expression, good
topline, good position of upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good rear angulation, correct frontline,
underline should be a little longer, steps correct front and narrow in rear, elbows should be a little firmer, shows
powerful drive, front reach must be a bit free-er.

4 SEIGEN GIVE IT TO ME AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Jentol Giftotgab
63cm – medium size, strong, stretched, very good type and expression, strong head, good top and underline, good
position of croup, good angulations, correct frontline, steps correct coming and going, powerful very balanced
movement with very good ground cover
5 SUNHAZE OUTRAGIOUS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Lyca
65cm – large, strong, stretched, very good pigmentation, nice head, the eye should be somewhat darker correct top
and underline, croup has good position must be somewhat longer, upper arm is somewhat short good angulations
rear, correct frontline, correct coming and going, shows well balanced movement with good drive the front reach
should be a little free-er.
6 BLAKNGOLD DIZYGOTIC SPY
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Kasron Quality
65 cm - correct size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head the stop should be a little more pronounced,
the neck is a little short, has good topline, good position of croup but is short, upper arm must be more angulated,
good angulation of the rear , somewhat short and deep in the underline, steps correct, hocks must become firmer
shows good rear drive but short in the front reach.
7 VLADIMIR CHICKA WAH WAH
Uras Trafalgar/Vladimir Olymp Brook
64cm – correct size, strong, stretched, very good pigmentation, strong head, loose lips, correct topline, croup is a little
steep and a should be longer, upper arm should be a little better angled, upper thigh should be longer, hocks are not
quite firm, shows good movement but the dog should become firmer
overall.
8 SENMORA ALL A BUZZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
65cm – medium size, stretched, good type and expression, good head, normal withers, good position of croup, upper
arm should be more angled, correct rear angulation, correct frontline, elbows and hocks should be firmer, dog shows
good drive, front reach must be more free.
9 RAMORRA DON CORLEONE
Uras Trafalgar/Nitezest Tatiana
65 cm – large, medium strong, stretched, not in best show and hair condition, good head and expression, good top
and underline, short upper arm, good angulation of rear, correct front, the pasterns are steep, elbows and hocks are
not firm, shows good movement but falls on the forehand.
10 ANDACHT ARMANDO AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Quina
64cm – over medium size, medium strong, somewhat long, good pigmentation, normal head, eye should be darker,
normal withers, croup is short and somewhat steep, good angulation of the front and rear, steps narrow in front,
hocks and elbows must become firmer, short in underline, good movement.
1l BRAYLINE OUTA NEUTRAL
Andacht Don Pedro/Ambala Tierra
66cm – big, strong, stretched, normal pigmentation, strong head, light eyes, good withers, short steep croup upper
arm must be longer, normal angulation of the rear, correct frontline, underline should be
longer, strong powerful drive, front reach should be a little more free, should show more self confidence.
INTERMEDIATE DOG – Gradings 1-11 Very Good
1 *ADUELE FORTUNE HUNTER AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Aduele Divine Diva
65.5 cm – large, medium strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head and expression, good topline,
croup is short, steep upper arm, good rear angulation, steps wide, underline is somewhat short, shows good drive
front reach should be a little more free.
2 *LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Spellbinder Kellys Pride
66cm – large, strong, stretched, expressive, good type, strong head, ears should be a little more correct, high withers,
firm back, good position of croup, upper arm should be better angled, very good rear angulation, steps a little wide in
front, elbows must be firmer, excellent well balanced movement with very good ground cover.
3 DELLAHUND PARTY PRIZE AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Dellahund High N Posh
65cm – large, strong, a little stretched, very good type and expression, strong head, correct topline, croup is
somewhat steep, good angulations, correct frontline, steps correct in front a little narrow in rear, well balanced
movement with good ground cover.
4 CH.SUNHAZE KORONA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Topaz
63cm – medium size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head, neck is short, good topline, croup must be
longer, short upper arm, good rear angulation, pronounced short underline, correct frontline, pasterns should be
firmer, powerful drive, front reach should be more free.
5 CH.FREEVALE FORGET THE REST AZ
Sam Zellergrund/Freevale Star Performer

65cm – large, medium strong, slightly stretched, very good pigmentation, nice head and expression, loose lips,
normal withers, back should be more straight, croup is short, upper arm should be longer, good angulation of the
rear, correct underline and frontline, elbows should be firmer, powerful movement, free front reach and good ground
cover.
6 *FREEVALE SWEET LACHLAN AZ
Aimsway Stone Cold/Freevale Quest to Win
64cm – medium size, strong, stretched, strong head, good expression, good pigmentation, good topline, croup is
somewhat steep, upper am must be longer, good angulation in the rear, normal frontline, hocks could be firmer,
powerful drive, good front reach, good ground cover.
7 KELINPARK QUASAR AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kellinpark Indian Summer
66cm – large, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head, good type, somewhat short underchest, short and
steep croup, upper arm should be longer, good angulation in the rear, good frontline, elbows are not quite firm, good
drive good front reach.
8 AMBERG LEXUS
(Not in catalogue)
65.5cm – large, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head and expression, normal withers, short croup, upper
arm should be longer, correct rear angulation, frontline not quite correct and the pasterns should be firmer, underline
is pronounced and short, hocks and elbows should be firmer, powerful drive, steps high in front and reach should be
free-er.
9 LA GUARDIA BASKO
Aimsway Abacus/Crossfire Cameron Diaz
64 cm – medium size, medium strong, long, good pigmentation, good head and expression, normal wither, short
croup and upper arm, good angulation of the rear, short in underline, kicks up behind, front reach should be more
free, falls on the forehand.
10 LAWLINE ZASKO AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Siobahn Nadja
65cm – large, strong,good proportions, strong head and good expression, good pigmentation, good topline short
underline, good position of croup, upper arm is short, correctly angulated in the rear, movement could be more
balanced, more powerful and better front reach.
6 VEEAY MARQUIS DE SADE AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Otana Bad Boll
65cm – large, sgtrong, stretched, good pigmentation, strong head, good expression, good topline, croup is short and
steep, good rear angulation, pronounced underline and short, drive should be more powerful and the front reach is
somewhat short.
OPEN DOG – Gradings 1-13 Excellent 14-17 Very Good
1 *WILLMARUS COCKNEY BILL AZ
Sannjessa Crusty Demon/Rodatt Zena
64.5 cm – correct size, strong, stretched, outstanding type, correct topline, good position of croup, correct angulation,
little deep and short in underline, correct frontline, well balanced movement with powerful drive and good front reach.
2 *DELLAHUND KIC ALINALONG AZ
Uras Trafalgar/Dellahund Unique Harmony
63.5 cm – medium size, strong, stretched, very good pigmentation, nice head and expression, good topline, croup is
short and steep, upper arm should be longer, correct rear angulation, pronounced underline, correct frontline, well
balanced movement, powerful drive very good front reach.
3 *CH.MASERTON PHAR LAPP AZ
Fanto Team Fiemereck/Masterton Fire N Ice
66 cm – large, strong, stretched, very good type and expression, strong head, good topline, good position of croup,
correctly angulated, correct coming and going, pasterns should be firmer, well balanced movement with good ground
cover.
4 *CH.KWINT V JUERIKSTALL (NDL)aZ
Levis di Fassombrone/Perry Arjakjo
64 cm – medium size, medium strong, a little more than stretched, good pigmentation, nice head and expression,
good top and underline, croup should be longer, upper arm could be more angled, correct hindquarter angulation,
correct coming and going, good drive, good front reach, well balanced movement.
5 *AIMSWAY BACCHUS AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Rakishka Picachu
64 cm – medium size, medium strong, good pigmentation,good head and expression, good topline, short croup,
upper arm should be longer, good angulation of the rear, correct frontline, somewhat short in the underline, hocks
and elbows should be firmer, powerful drive good front reach.
6 *VEEAY THOR AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Otana Bad Boll
67 cm – top of the size, stretched, good pigmentation, normal head and expression, good topline short underline,
short croup, upper arm should be longer, upper thigh should be longer, steps a little wide in front, elbows are not firm,
drive should be more powerful and should have more front reach.
7 *UHLMSDORF TIROLER TOMMY AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Uhlmsdorf Posh Spice

66 cm – large, strong, a little more than stretched, good pigmentation, good head and expression, normal withers,
croup should be longer, upper arm is short, correct rear angulation, good chest proportions, elbows should be firmer,
drive could be a little more powerful, good front reach.
8 *ANDACT DON PEDRO AZ
Andacht Shakespear/Turnberry Super Impose
65 cm – large, strong, stretched, very good pigmentation, nice head and expression, normal withers, croup and upper
arm should be longer, good angulation of the rear, correct frontline, rear drive should be more powerful, front reach
should be free-er and should keep better topline in movement.
9 *CH.GLENBALA FULL IMPACT AZ
Fanto Team Fiemereck/Glenbala Wild Impact
65 cm – large, strong, good proportions, good pigmentation, strong head, good withers, short croup, short in upper
arm, good hindquarters, very short underline, correct front, drive should be more powerful and the front reach should
be free-er.
10 *CH.URAS V TRAFALGA (IMP GMY) AZ
Fimo Kirchhok/Iris Trafalga
64 cm – over medium size, somewhat stretched, very good pigmentation, good head and expression,
normal withers croup is short, upper arm should be longer, good rear angulation, hocks and elbows should be firmer,
correct in front, good movement falls on the forehand.
7 *CH.MONARGLE ISLE LITTLE GUS AZ
Shardon Grandmaster/Alncrys Omega
66 cm – large, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, lower jaw should be stronger, normal withers, short croup, steep
upper arm, good rear angulation, correct frontline, steps narrow in front, elbows are not firm, rear drive should be
more powerful short front reach.
12 *CH.ALNCRYS TRACKER AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Alncrys Leezel
66 cm – large, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, very strong head, normal withers, croup is good position but
should be longer, good angulation of the front and rear, pronounced underline, correct frontline, elbows should be
firmer, rear drive should be more powerful short in front reach.
13 *CONKASHA WHISKEY AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Okalani
65 cm – large, mediums trong, long, good pigment, good head and expression, normal withers, short croup, upper
arm should be longer, good hind angualtion, correct frontline, steps narrow, in movement kicks up in front and rear.
14 *DIEGO V HASSELTAL (GMY) aZ
Xadro Bad Boll/Odessa Demner Stasse
66 cm – large, medium strong, good proportions, good pigmentation, good head and expression, good topline, short
croup, short underline, upper arm should be longer, correct rear angulation, frontline not correct, elbows must
become firmer,movement should be more powerful and free, falling on the forehand.
15 *RHOSYN JUMANJI AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Rhosyn Onyr Bloom
65 cm – large, strong, a little more than stretched, good pigmentation, normal withers, croup and upper arm are
short, very short in the underline,good hindquarters, correct frontline, lacks hindquarter drive, short front reach, falls
on the forehand.
16 *CH.DEBBAR FIRE CRACKER AZ
Leishjaclyn Zpartacus/Astasia Tiffany
66 cm – large, medium strong, stretched, good pigmentation, the head is somewhat long and stop should be more
pronounced, normal withers, short croup, upper arm should be longer and better angled, good angulation of the rear,
short underline, correct frontline, the forehand ligamentation should be firmer and the hocks should be firmer, good
movement.
17 *CONKASHA WILD WIZARD AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Okalani
64 cm – medium size, medium strong, stretched, good head, good mask, short neck, normal withers, croup and
upper arm should be longer, short underline, correct hind angulation, steps narrow, front not firm, drive should be
more powerful very short in the front reach and should keep better topline in movement.
CHALLENGE DOG
RESERVE DOG

*WILLMAUERS COCKNEY BILL AZ
SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM AZ

BITCH CRITIQUES – SATURDAY 22ND NOVEMBER 2008
JUDGE – G. PETTINAROLI (SV) ITALY
BABY PUPPY BITCH – Gradings 1 – 18 Very Promising
1 ARKKU DIAMOND DIVA
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Wiesa Ersen Platz
2 SUNHAZE ODESSA
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Tapestry
3 ALDAINA LUCY LU
Uras Trafalga/Aldaina Udela
4 ALDAINA LETS ELOPE
Uras Trafalga/Aldaina Udela
5 EXYZED DIVINE MADNESS
Schneeberg Old Crow/Exyzed Divine Miss
6 JENTOL BUNTY’S ULTIMATE SIN
Siegen arty Starter/Jentol Ravas Rambunkshus
7 ZELLBURG SCALETT
Igor Pallas Athena/Zellburg Rixy
8 TAKIMBRE YOKO ONO
Bart Renix Haus/Swartzlic Echo
9 ARKKU DESIGNER LABEL
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Wiesa Ersen Platz
10 RAMORRA LUCKY FORTUNA
Uras Trafalga/Nitezest Tatiana
11 STEINHUEGEL ARLENE
Sannjessa Crusty Demon/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
12 BUDLAY AUTUMN MIST
Bolscot Hannibal/Rhakhani Dream Stalker
13 TAKIMBRE ZSA ZSA
Lawline Full Impact/Takimbre Shes Fine
14 FREMONT YAHTZE
As du Domaine du Val d’Aulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
15 ANDACHT FLYING SOUTH
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Flying Fox
16 CONKASHA DANISH MIST
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Okalani
17 BLAKNGOLD RICE RICE BABY
Veeay marquis De Sade/Kardin Moon Light
18 BLAKNGOLD RICE ABOVE IT
Veeay Marquis De Sade/Kardin Moon Light
MINOR PUPPY BITCH – Gradings l – 20 Very Promising
1 UHLMSDORF DIXIE CHICK
Cayos Noriswand/hlmsdorf Vanilla
2 BLUEMAX I KANDY
Quartz Danischen Hof/Newedge Just Joka
3 KELINPARK SINNAMON
Cayos Noriswand/Kelinpark Indian Summer
4 SEIGEN KISS N TELL
Iccara Undercover Agent/Seigen Ygraine
5 ADALINDA AMAZON
As du Domaine du val D’Aulnoy/Babanga Billy Holiday
6 SCHNEEBERG NEVA BACK DWN
Lashadas Xhibitionist/Freevale Jealous Eyes
7 TANNALANE BOSSY BOOTS
Cayos Noriswand/Tannalane Cola
8 KUIRAU SHAHERA
Kwint Juerikstall/Kuira Jubilation
9 SUNHAZE COCOA POP
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Gizelle
10 HAUSOSIN FANCY THIS
Seigen Party Starter/Alderhaus I’m Inga
11 AMBALA LOLLY
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
12 AMBALA CANDY
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz

13 SUNDANEKA OKINA
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
14 AIMSWAY SNAP FROZEN
Denargun Browned Off/Aimsway Kooda Ta
15 KARHAM DESTINY’S DOLLARS
Crossfire Close Encounter/Karham Destinys Child
16 DARKANA ENVME
Nilson Wildsteiger Land/Darkana Keanu
17 ALJUDAN RAZZAMATAZZ
Aljudan Turna Head/Aljudan Cracklin Rose
18 SIOBAHN MONTANA
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
19 STEVIEJOSH STAR DEL RE
Kwint Juerikstall/Vanharley Veruschka
20 KANTENNA ROYAL FLUSH
Kwint Juerikstall/Kantenna Red Tartan
21 RUBYSWAY MY PRECIOUS
Aimsway Stone Cold/imsway Koca Cola
22 FREESTIEN PRUSSION ROULETTE
Mike Estherlager/Otana Bad Boll
PUPPY BITCH – Graded 1-10 Very Promising
1 FREEVALE CRAZY IN PINK
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy for Love
2 WILLMAURS HYDEPARK HIPPIE
Kwint Juerikstall/Rodatt Zena
3 SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE
Sannjessa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
4 BRUVIC TRAMONTANE MAGGIE
Cayos Noriswand/Bruvic Indian Summer
5 ANDACHT I AM LEGEND
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
6 ASTASIA VENUS
Gollo Leinder Land/Astasia Ashanti
7 AMBERG POPPY
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Java
8 BLUEMAX SOFIE
Cayos Noriswand/Bluemax Kacha
9 SHARDON OH SO BRIGHT
Jonkahra Matrix/Montarge Isle ure Class
10 FREMONT WILD CHILD
As Du Domaine Du Val D’Aulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
11 GRUNDELHARDT NEW START
Ray Fichtenschlag/Merle Blumen Kamp
JUNIOR BITCH
All Graded Very Good
1.
Senmora All about Magic – *Dellahund Desert Driver AZ/*Conkasha Wicked Princess AZ
1yr 2mths - Large, strong, robust, elongated bitch. Very typey, very expressive. Pronounced
colouring. Ideal coat. Excellent expression. Very good top and underlines. Fore and hindquarter
angulations are excellent. Good colouring of the mask. Very well balanced movement, expansive
and free.
2.
Astasia Telina - *Gollo v Leinder Land (Gmy)aZ/*Astasia Dee AZ
1yr - Large, good substance, very typey bitch . Excellent proportions. Good top and underlines.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Very good movement.
3.
Aimsway Chewbacca - *As Du Domaine Du Val D’Aulnoy/aZ/Aimsway Mikado AZ
1yr 2mths - Medium size, very typey. Pronounced colouring. Excellent proportions. Excellent top
and underlines. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Stands and moves correctly in front.
Very good movement.
4.
Debbar Porsche – ChDebbar Fire Cracker AZ/Jentol Pc’s Devil Onthrun AZ
1yr 1mth -Very typey, large bitch. Very good proportions, very good top and underlines. Very good
fore and hind quarter angulations. Stands not quite correctly in front. Very good movement.
5.
Tannalane Dixie Chick - *Cayos vd Noriswant (GMY) aZ/Druann Fantasia AZ
1yr - Medium size, medium strength, very typey bitch. Excellent expression. Excellent top and
underlines. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps correct in front. Very good
movement.
6.
Kirchberg Acute Beauty - *Ch Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/AZ/Pendragan Bold as Brass AZ

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

1yr 1mth - Large, strong and robust. Very typey. High withers, strong back, good
top and
underlines, very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps correct in front. Free movement.
Needs to be more animated.
Narathor Finn Femme Fatale - *Ch Glenbala Wild Grand Finale /AZ/*Bhuachaille Over All AZ1yr
6mths - Large,bitch with good substance, very typey. High withers, strong back, good underline.
Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Steps correct in front. Free flowing expansive
movement.
Jaknell Hi Priority - *Sannjesa Crusty Demon AZ/Jaknell Hi SocietyAZ
1yr 3mths - Medium size, Medium substance. Good proportions. High withers, good back, well laid
croup, slightly short under chest. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct coming and
going. Very good movement.
Zentago Back In Step - *Kwint vom Juerickstall (Ndl) aZ/ChEigenschaft Mystic Step CDX ET
1yr 3mths - Large, strong and robust bitch of harmonious proportions. Strong colouring. Very good
top and underlines. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps correct in front. Very good
movement. Excellent reach and drive.
Durnstein Champagne AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ/*Ch Durnstein Zensation AZ
1yr 5mths - Medium size, medium substance. High withers. Good back. Well laid croup. Good
underline. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Steps correct front and rear. Good free
movement.
Bluemax Tanzin AZ - *Quartz v Danischen Hof (UK) AZ/Bluemax Pippaniny AZ
1yr 4mths - Good size, good substance, very typey bitch. Good proportions. High withers. Good
under line and very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Steps not quite correct coming. Far
reaching free movement.
Aimsway Colada - *Ch Aimsway Abacus AZ/*Aimsway Pinacolada AZ
1yr 5mths - Large strong bitch, very typey. The neck is still upright. Very good top and underlines.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct coming and going. Very good movement.
The reach should be just slightly more pronounced.
Kazkiri Suri- *Igor v Pallas Athene (Gmy)aZ/Kazkiri Dana Scully AZ
1yr 3mths - Good size, good substance, excellent proportions. Correct top line, underline still to
develop. Upper arm slightly short. Very good hindquarter angulations. Pasterns are slightly steep.
Steps correct coming. Good movement, forehand reach should be more pronounced.
Kulglen Galen - *As Du Domaine Du Val D’aulnoy (Fra) aZ/*Culglen
Bridgid AZ
1yr - Medium size, medium strength, elongated bitch. Very good top and underline. Very good
fore and hind quarter angulations. Steps correct in front. Free movement, but falls on the
forehand.
Takimbre Viking Lass AZ - *Bart v Renix-Haus (Gmy) aZ/*Schwartzlic Echo AZ
1yr 6mths - Large, robust and strong, slightly roached back. Good top and underline, good croup,
very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Stands correct in front. Good free movement. Tends
to fall on the forehand.
Hausosin Ezy On Theye – Ch.Eisenland Fernando AZ/Jentol Pc’s
Devil Onthrun AZ
1yr 11mths. Medium size, medium strength, typey grey bitch of good proportions. Good top line,
slightly short under chest. Upper arm is slightly steep. Very good hind quarter angulations. Correct
coming and good ovement, where the forehand reach could be more pronounced.
Aimsway Cindy Lane – *Ch.Aimsway Abacus AZ/*Aimsway Pinacolada AZ
1yr 5mths - Good size, medium strength, good top and under line. Not in very good coat condition.
Good fore and very good hind quarter angulations. Stands straight in front. Very good movement.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
All graded Very Good.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

Rhakani Sleek Chassis AZ – *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy)
aZ/*Rhakani Class Action AZ
1yr 10mths - Correction size, very typey, excellent proportions. High withers, strong back, good
croup. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Stands correct in front.
Very good
movement.
Sundaneka Izzy Stardust - *Orpheus vd Krauterweise (Gmy) aZ/*Ch. Sundaneka Tulua AZ
1yr 9mths - Large, robust and strong. Excellent proportions. Very good top and underline. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct coming, very good movement.
*Seigen Ylang Ylang AZ - *Eisenland Fernando AZ/*Seigen Ygraine AZ
2yrs 1mth - Well coloured bitch of correct size, strong and robust. Excellent proportions, the head
is very expressive. The coat is ideal. High withers, strong back, croup is very well placed. Very
good fore and under chest development. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct
coming and going. High quality exhibit.
Asterhund Evangelina AZ - *Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ/*Tonaker Bianca Bell AZ
1yr 6mths - Large, good strength, high withers, firm back, good underline, upper arm slightly steep,
very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct in front. Very good movement.
Aldaina Bronack AZ - *Ch. Ambala Caprio AZ/*Ch. Aldaina Bijanka
AZ

6.

7.

8.
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15.

1yr 7mths - Large, medium strength, excellent proportions. Good top line, croup is steep. Good
underline, good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good
movement.
*Ch. Yukisan Ukla AZ - *Ch. Scheer Tequila AZ/*Asuka di Casa
Massarelli (Italy) AZ
2yrs 1mth - Large, strong and robust bitch of good proportions with great temperament. This is an
intelligent female. Very good top line, under line still needs to develop further. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good movement.
*Astasia Lorie AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Gmy) aZ/*Ch. Astasia
Ashanti AZ
2yrs 11mths - Medium size, medium strength, very typey. Harmonious proportions.
Very
good top line and under line. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct in front. Very
good movement.
Kuirau Ruby AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswant (Gmy) aZ/*Kuriau Jubilation AZ
1yr 8mths - Large, medium strength, excellent proportions. Good top line, the croup is steep.
Good under line and good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good
movement.
Wilmaurs East End Effie AZ - *Sannjesa Crusty Demon AZ/*Rodatt Zena AZ
1yr 6 mths - Correct size, medium strength, excellent top and underline. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulations. Correct coming and going. Free movement, but falls on the forehand.
Amberg Miss Daisy Boo AZ - *Diego v Hasseltal (Gmy) aZ/*Amberg Viva La Red AZ
2 yrs - Large, robust, strong and of good substance. High withers, strong back, good underline.
Very good fore and hind quarter angulations, and steps correct in front. Very good movement.
Treuschutzer Tartna Half (Al) AZ - *ChKarlrach Another Half AZ/*ChDrepesh Miss Mary AZ
1yr 6mths. Large bitch, good substance and good strength. The ears are slightly large. Good
proportions. High withers, strong back, good under line. Very good angulations fore and hind
quarter. The hocks are slightly loose. The movement is good but she needs to show more drive.
Volscain Questa AZ - *Karlos vd Werther-Muhle (Gmy)aZ/*Molle vd
Werther Muhle (Gmy)
1yr 9mths. Correct size, good substance, good strength, expressive bitch.
Excellent top line
and under line, very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct coming and going. Free
movement. The forehand reach should be more pronounced.
*Aimsway Milarky AZ - *Aimsway Aramis AZ/*Aimsway Milwaukee AZ
2yrs 11mths. Medium size, medium strength, typey. Good proportions, high withers, good top line,
well laid croup. Very good underline, very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps correct in
front. Free movement.
*Vaike Von Der Furstenperle (Gmy) aZ - *Yanox v Bad Boll a /*Aike zum Gigelsfelsen a
2yrs 4mths. Medium size, good strength, strong back, well positioned croup. Very good top and
very good underline. Upper arm is slightly short. Very good hind quarter angulation. Correct
coming. Good free movement.
*Fremont Too Darn Hot AZ – Nuraclyn Latin Dancer AZ/*Fremont
Quest To Win AZ
1yr 11mths. Correct size, good proportions, the top line is slightly roached. Good under line. The
foreleg is slightly short. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct in front. Good and
free movement. The reach should be more pronounced.

OPEN BITCH
All Graded Excellent
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

*Ch Vladimir Anarchy AZ – Unshaus Storm Strike AZ/*Vladimir
Olymp Brook AZ
2yrs 4mths. Large, strong, robust bitch with excellent proportions. Expressive. High
withers,
strong back, good underline, very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct coming and
going, excellent movement.
“Sundaneka Burmuda Rose AZ - *Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZ/*Ch
Sundaneka Tulua AZ
4yrs. Correct size, strong and robust, very typey and expressive bitch. Excellent
proportions.
High withers, strong back, good length and lay of croup. Good proportions, very good fore and
under chest, very good
fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct in front. Excellent movement.
Free and far reaching gait, excellent drive.
*Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ - *Ch Aimsway Abacus AZ/*Aimsway
Ecuador AZ
3yrs 6mths. Correct size, correct substance, very typey and expressive. Excellent proportions.
Good top and under lines. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct in front . Very
good movement.
*Bemboka Evening Star AZ - *Conkasha Oksana AZ/Bemboka Cayla CD AZ
5yrs 2mths. Large, strong and robust. High withers. Strong back, good proportions of the fore and
underchest. Very good angulations of the fore and
hindquarter. Correct in front. Very good
movement.
Tannalane Lakota Belle AZ - *Ch Ambala Caprio AZ/Druann Fantasia AZ
2yrs 6mths. Large, robust and strong bitch with good proportions. High withers, strong back, very
good underline, very good length of neck. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct in
front. Very good ovement.
*Bluemax Shez The One AZ - *Ch. Sannjessa Crusty Demon AZ/*Ch Newedge Justa Joker
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2yrs 1mth. Correct size, medium strength, good proportions. Good top and underlines. Upper arm
is slightly steep. Very good hind quarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good movement.
*Ch. Debbar Gemma AZ - *Ch. Fanto v Team Fiemereck (Gmy)
aZ/*Ch Debbar Camilia AZ
3yrs 11mths. Correct size, good substance and good proportions. Very good top and under lines.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good movement.
“Sundaneka French Kiss AZ - **Orpheus vd Krauterwiese (Gmy)
aZ/Amberg Akiko AZ
2yrs 9mths. Correct size, medium strength, very typey bitch. High withers, strong back, good
length of croup. Good underline, very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct in front. Very
good movement.
*Andacht Super Fortress AZ - *Unox v Aducht (Gmy) aZ/*Andacht
Spearitt AZ
3yrs 10mths. Correct size, good substance and good proportions. Good top line and under line.
Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Good colouring. Very good movement.
*Kuirau Oceania AZ - *Ch Aimsway Abacus AZ/*Kuirau Jubilation AZ
3yrs 1mth. Large, robust and strong, very well proportioned bitch. Excellent top and underlines.
Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct coming. Free, far reaching gait with strong
drive.
Jaykri Just A Dash CD AZ - *Amando v Bisschofsheim (Ndl) aZ/*Ch Astasia Demi UD AZ
2yrs 11mths. Correct size, good substance. Good expression. Excellent top and underlines.
Croup is slightly steep. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct in front. Excellent
movement.
*Astasia Holly AZ – *Iccara Xman AZ/ *Astasia Nara AZ
2yrs 4mths. Large, well proportioned bitch. Very good top and underlines. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulations. Correct coming and going. Very good movement.
*Bruvic Kontiki AZ - *Bruvic Bobbys Basko AZ / Duval Alaskan
Sunset AZ
4yrs 4mths. A large, strong and robust bitch of excellent proportions. High withers, well laid croup.
Good underline. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Correct front, going and
coming correct. Very good movement.
*Siobahn Panache AZ - *Ch Dellahund Justa Crusader AZ/Siobahn
Aurora AZ
3yrs 9mths. Correct size, good substance, elongated bitch. Excellent top line. Very good under
line. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter.
Correct in front.
Falls on the
forehand, otherwise very good movement.
*Sundaneka Bonnie Belle AZ - *Uras v trafalga (Gmy) aZ/*Ch
Sundaneka Tulua AZ
4yrs. Good size, very typey, robust and strong bitch of excellent proportions.
Excellent top and
underline. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct in front.
Good, free flowing movement but tends to fall on the forehand.
*Kuirau Perfect Link AZ - *Kuirau Lincholn AZ/Kuirau Nice N Easy AZ
2yrs 6mths. Correct size, good substance, very typey. High withers, strong back. Good length and
lay of croup. Good under line and very good
angulations of the fore and hindquarter.
Good free flowing movement.
*Iccara Long Kiss Good Nite AZ - *Iccara Undercover Agent AZ/*Iccara Bootylicious AZ
2yrs 4mths. Large, robust and strong bitch of good proportions. Good top and under line. Well laid
croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps correctly in front. Good movement but
falls on the forehand.
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OPEN BITCH WINNER

* WILLMAURS COCKNEY BILL AZ
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INTERMEDIATE DOG
ADUELE FORTUNE HUNTER AZ

INTERMEDIATE BITCH & BITCH CHALLENGE
* RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ
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SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM AZ
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Critiques – Dogs – Judged by Mr G. Pettinaroli SV (Italy)
Baby Dog
1
2
3
4
5
6
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8
9
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1
12
4
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8
5
6
3
7
13
14

Minor Dog
1
118
2
15
3
16
4
17

J.E. Boekelman
A. Thor
L Gregor
L Reilly
N&J McDonald
J&I Hayton
M&A Jones
C&S Ford
D Laughlin
J Widejko
J Widejko

Jentol Bunntys Ulterior Motive
Narathor Jazz Drummer
Kelinpark Travellin Man
Andacht Cayo Noris
Arkku Ducati
Kayrossi Original Sin
Steinhuegel Atlantis
Takimbre Zulu Chief
Budlay Anzac Ace
Scneeberg Kustom Made
Scneeberg Kustom Ink

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

J Nichol
P & R Berechree
Dunston /Martens
G Edmunds

Siobahn Kentucky
Ambala Toblarone
Aimsway Em Jay
Rubysway Super Supreme

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Conkasha Quantam Raider
Fremont Wet Willy
Kayrossi Metal Mulisha

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Puppy Dog
1
22 T Devine
2
24 S&L Lynch
3
25 R Masterman
JUNIOR DOG
Grading: Very Good
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

*Schneeberg Fire Storm AZ- *Scheer Joe Cuervo AZ/*Ch.Schneeberg Pure Charm AZ
1yr 2-1/2 mths - Medium Size, medium substance, very typey dog. Very expressive and
harmonious proportions.Good length and texture of the coat. Very good top and under line, and
very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Free flowing, far reaching gait.
Durnstein Captain Kirk - **Cayos vd Noriswand (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Durnstein Zensation AZ
1yr 5mths - Correct size, strong masculine head. Good proportions, excellent top
line.
Croup is slightly steep. Upper arm should be better angled. Very good hindquarter angulations.
Correct in front. Free flowing movement, however the reach should be more pronounced.
Ch. Freevale Causin Chaos - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Imp
Gmy)aZ/*Ch Eigenschaft Regal
Flame AZ
1yr 1mth - Very large dog with an excellent masculine head. Very good top and under line. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good movement.
Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah - *Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Gmy) aZVladimir
Olymp Brook AZ
1yr 1mth - Good size, neck is too straight, high withers, good back with a slightly steep croup.
Under chest is still slightly deep. Upper arm is slightly short. Very good hindquarter angulations.
Correct in front. Very good movement.
Seigen Give It To Me AZ - *Iccara Undercover Agent AZ/*Ch. Jentol Giftothgab AZ
1yr 5mths - Medium size, medium strong dog with an excellent masculine head. Very good length
and texture of the coat. Presents a very pleasing picture. Excellent top line. Should not become
any deeper in the chest. Ideal fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct coming and shows very
good movement.
Hausosin Dash of Class - *Gollo v Leinderland (Imp Gmy) AZ/*Hausosin Aintnosin AZ
1yr 2mths - Large, very typey dog. Excellent top line. Under chest is slightly deep. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good movement.
Sunhaze Outragious AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Sunhaze Lyca AZ
1yr 6mths - Large, with good proportions. Very good masculine head. High withers, good back
and good croup. Good under line. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Steps
correct in front. Very good free flowing movement.
Blakngold Dizygotic Spy – *Sannjesa Crusty Demon aZ/*Kasron
Quality AZ
1yr 2mths - Correct size, good substance and good masculinity. Compact, high withers, strong
back, very good underline,, upper arm is slightly short and steep. Very good hind quarter
angulations. Correct in front. Very good movement.
Fremont Valiant Prince - *As Du Domaine du Val D’Aulnoy (Imp Fra) aZ/*Fremont Quest for
Gold AZ

1yr 3-1/2 mths - Large with good substance, left ear tilts inwards slightly. Good top line, well laid
croup. Good under line. Very good angulations of the fore and hind quarter. Correct in front.
Free-flowing movement. Falls slightly on the forehand.
Grading: Good
10.

Ramorra Don Corleone - *Ch. Uras von Trafalga (Imp Gmy) aZ/Ch.
Nitezest Tatiana AZ
1yr - Large, medium substance. Needs further development overall. Good
top line and well
laid croup. Upper arm should be better angled. Very good hindquarter angulations. Correct in
front. Free movement but falls on the forehand.

INTERMEDIATE DOG
Grading: All Very Good
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*Lashadas Ace of Hearts AZ - *Iccara Undercover Agent
AZ/*Spellbinder Kellys Pride AZ
2yrs 3-1/2 mths - Large, robust dog of enhanced colouring. The planes in the face not quite
correct. Excellent top and underlines. Very good angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Steps
correctly in front. Very good movement, far reaching gait.
*Freevale Sweet Lachlan AZ - *Aimsway Stone cold AZ/*Ch. Freevale Crazy for Love AZ
2yrs 5mths - Correct size, robust, strong dog with masculine head. Good
proportions, High
withers, strong back, good croup. Good under line. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.
Steps not quite correctly in front. The right front foot turns slightly outwards. Very good movement.
*Fremont Toohot Tohandle AZ - *Nujaclyn Latin Dancer AZ/*Fremont Quest To Win AZ
1yr 11mths - Medium size, medium substance, very typey. Pronounced colouring. Very good top
and under lines. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations. Steps straight in front. Very good
free flowing, far reaching gait.
Laguardia Basko - *Ch. Aimsway Abacus AZ/Crossfire Cameron Diaz AZ
2yrs 5mths - Medium size, medium substance, very typey dog with pronounced colouring. Slightly
short foreleg. Good top and underline. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulations. Steps
correct in front. Free flowing movement, tends to fall slightly on the forehand.
Aduele Fortune Hunter - *Nujaclyn Latin Dancer AZ/*Aduele Divine
Diva AZ
2yrs 3mths - Large, good substance and good masculine head. High withers, firm back, good
underline. Very good fore and hindquarter angulations.
Correct going and coming. Very
good movement.
Dellahund Party Prize - *Dellahund Desert Driver AZ*Dellahund High N Posh AZ
1yr 6mths - Large, good texture and length of coat, pronounced colouring. Good proportions.
Good top line and under line. Very good angulations of the fore and hind quarters. Correct in front.
Very good movement.
Sundaneka Jetstream - *Sundaneka Ned Kelly AZ/*Sundaneka Bonnie Belle AZ
1yrs 6mths - Large, with good masculine head. Acceptable scissor bite. Compact, good withers,
strong back, slightly short croup. Good under line, fore chest needs further development. Very
good fore and hind quarter angulations. Steps correct coming and going. Very good movement.
Lawine Zasko AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Siobahn Nadja AZ
1yr 6mths - Large, robust, excellent masculine head. Compact. High withers. Good back, well laid
croup. Upper arm should be better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation. Correct in front.
Very good movement.
Veeay Marquis De Sade AZ - *Gagarin v Bad Boll (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Otana von Bad Boll (Imp Gmy)
aZ
2yrs 3mths - Good head, strong and robust. Excellent masculine head. Good proportions. Good
top and under line. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Very good movement.
Ch. Sunhaze Korona AZ - *Cayos vd Noriswand (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Sunhaze Topaz AZ
1yr 9mths - Medium size, medium substance, typey dog of good proportions. Good top line, short
croup. Upper arm is slightly steep. Good under line. Steps correctly and displays free movement.

AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG
1.
2.

*Ch. Treuschutzer Tiklme Elmo AZ - *Ch. Karlrach Another Half
Mary AZ – 4yrs 8mths
*Ch. Alncrys Tracker AZ - *Gagarin v Bad Boll (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Ch.
9mths

AZ/*Ch Drepesh Miss
Alncrys Leezel AZ – 3yrs

OPEN DOG
Grading: Excellent
1.

*Willmaurs Cockney Bill AZ- *Ch Sannjessa Crusty Demon AZ /*Rodatt Zena AZ
2yrs 6mths - On the upper end of medium size, excellent proportions, and very good masculinity.
Very typey. Excellent top and under lines. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Free
flowing and far reaching gait retaining firm top line.

2.

*As Du Domaine Du Val Daulnoy (imp Fra) aZ - *Zamp von Thermodos/*Prissa Du Domaine Du
Val Daulnoy
3yrs 6mths - Large, excellent masculine head, high withers, firm back, good croup.
Very
good fore and hind quarter angulations. Good under line, correct
in front. Shows very good
movement.
*Ch. Kwint Vom Juerikstall (Imp Ndl) aZ - *Levis Di Fossombrone
(Ital) AZ/*Perry vom
Arjakjo (Ndl) AZ
4yrs 7-1/2mths - Correct medium size, good substance, excellent masculine head. High withers,
firm back, good croup. Very good under line. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations.
Correct in front. Very good movement.
*Andacht Don Pedro AZ - *Andacht Shakespear AZ/*Turnberry Super Impose AZ
6yrs - Large, very strong masculine head, pronounced colouring, very good wither, very good top
line. Very good under line. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulations. Correct in front.
Very good movement.
*Narathor Jazz Wahn Dane AZ - *Astana Ywo (Imp UK) AZ/*Ch Bhuachaille Jazz Leader AZ
3yrs - Very large dog with an excellent masculine head, correct proportions. High withers, good
back, good croup and good under line. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Straight in
front. Very good movement.
*Uhlmsdorf Tiroler Tommy AZ - *Ch Aimsway Abacus AZ/* Uhlmsdorf
Posh Spice AZ
5yrs 3mths - Large, good proportions, firm back, good croup. Good under line, very good fore and
hind quarter angulations. Correct coming. Very good
movement.
*Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ- *Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Dellahund Unique Harmony
AZ
3yrs - Medium size, stretched, pronounced colouring. The forearm is sightly short. Very good top
line and very good croup. Very good under line. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations.
Very good movement.
*Ch. Uras v Trafalga (Imp Gmy) aZ - *Fimo vd Kirchhok/ a*Iris v
Trafalga a
6yrs 3mths - Medium size, soog substance, pronounced colouring. Very typey. Slightly stretched.
Very good top and under line. Very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct in front. Very
good movement, tends to fall slightly on the forehand.
*Ch Glenbala Full Impact AZ - *Ch Fanto v Team Fiemereck (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Ch Glenbala Wild
Impact AZ
4yrs - Medium size, good masculine head, good back and good croup. Good under line, very good
fore and hind quarter angulations. Very good movement.
*Ch. Masterton Phar Lapp AZ - **Ch. Fanto v team Fiemereck (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Ch Masterton Fire
N Ice AZ
Large, very typey, excellent masculine head. High withers, firm back, good croup, good under line,
very good fore and hind quarter angulations. Correct in front. Very good movement.
*Veeay Thor AZ - *Gagarin v Bad Boll (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Otana v Bad
Boll (Imp Gmy) aZ
2yrs 3mths - Very large, pronounced colouring. Excellent masculine head, high withers, strong
back, good croup. Good under line. Good fore and very good hind quarter angulations. Correct in
front. Free movement but falls slightly on the forehand.
Ch Debbar Fire Cracker AZ - *Ch Leishjaclyn Zpartacus AZ/*Cj Astasia Tiffany AZ
4yrs 4mths - Very large dog with good proportions. The under jaw should be stronger. Good top
line, croup is steep. Very good angulations of the fore and hind quarter, good under line, correct in
front. Free flowing, far reaching movement.
*Rhosyn Jumanji AZ - *Gagarin v Bad Boll (Imp Gmy)aZ/*Rhosyn
Onyx Bloom AZ
4yrs - Large, robust, very good masculine head. Good back, good underline. Very good fore and
hind quarter angulations. Straight in front. Free movement however falls on the forehand.
*Conkasha Whiskey AZ - *Uras v Trafalga (Imp Gmy) aZ/*Conkasha Okalani AZ
3yrs 2mths - Good medium size, good proportions, high withers, firm back, good under line and
good fore and very good hind quarter angulations.
Straight in front. Very good movement.
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BITCH CRITIQUES – SUNDAY 23 RD NOVEMBER,2008
JUDGE – HERR. F.P. KNAUL (SV) GERMANY
BABY PUPPY BITCH – Gradings 1-16 Very Promising
1 ARKKU DIAMOND DIVA
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Wiesa Ersten Platz
2 NARATHOR JAZZCINTA
Cayos Noriswand/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
3 ZELLBURG SCARLETT
Igor Pallas Athene/Zellburg Dream Stalker
4 EXYZED DIVINE MADNESS
Schneeberg Old Crow/Exyzed Divine Miss
5 SUNHAZE ODESSA
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Tapestry
6 SEIGEN OOPS I DID IT AGAIN
Seigen Vantage Point/Seigen Incandescent
7 TAKIMBRE ZSA ZSA
Lawline Full Impacgt/Takimbre Shes Fine Az
8 FREMONT YAHTZE
As du Domaine du val D’Aulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
9 BUDLAY AUTUMN MIST
Bolscot Hannibal/Rhakhani Dream Stalker
10 CONKASHA DANISH MIST
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Okalani
11 TAKIMBRE YOKO ONO
Bart Reni Haus/Swartzlic Echo
12 BLAKNGOLD RICE RICE BABY
Veeay Marquis De Sade/Kardin Moon Light
13 BLAKNGOLD RICE ABOVE IT
Veeay Marquis De Sade/Kardin Moon Light
14 BLAKNGOLD RICE N SHINE
Veeay Marquis De Sade/Kardin Moon Light
15 STEINHUEGEL ARLENE
Sannjessa Crusty Demon/Uhlmsdorf Zodiac Flyer
16 JENTOL BUNTYS ULTIMATE SIN
Seigen Party Starter/Jentol Ravas Rambunkshus
MINOR PUPPY BITCH – Gradings 1-17 Very Promising 18-20 Promising
1 SEIGEN KISS N TELL
Iccara Undercover Agent/Seigen Ygraine
2 BLUJEMAX I KANDY
Quartz Danishcen Hof/Newedge Justa Joker
3 SUNHAZE COCOA POP
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
4 UHLMSDORF DIXIE CHICK
Cayos Noriswand/Uhlmsdorf Vanilla
5 SCHNEEBERG NEVA BAK DWN
Lashadas Xhibitionist/Freevale Jealous Eyes
6 AMBALA CANDY
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
7 KUIRAU SHAHERA
Kwint Juerikstall/Kuirau Jubilation
8 SUNDANEKA OKINA
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
9 TANNALANE BOSSY BOOTS
Cayos Noriswand/Tannalane Cola
10 AMBALA LOLLY
Cayos Noriswand/Ambala All That Jazz
11 ADALINDA AMAZON
As du Domaine du val DAulnoy/Babanga Billy Holliday
12 SIOBAHN MONTANA
Diego Hasseltal/Siobahn Panache
13 STEVIEJOSH STAR DEL RE
Kwint Juerikstall/Van Harley Veruschka

14 HAUSOSIN FANCY THIS
Seigen Party Starter/Alderhaus Im Inga
15 KARHAM DESTINYS DOLLAR
Crossfire Close Encounter/Karham Destinys Child
16 KANGENNA ROYAL FLUSH
Kwint Juerikstall/Kanenna Red Tartan
17 DARKANA ENVME
Nilson Wildsteiger Land/Darkana Keanu
18 SUNDANEKA OXANA
Cayos Noriswand/Sundaneka Xanadu
19 FREESTIEN PRUSSION ROULETTE
Mike Estherlager/Otana Bad Boll
PUPPY BITCH – Gradings 1-10 Very Promising
1 BLUEMAX SOFIE
Cayos Noriswand/BluemaxKascha
2 ASTASIA VENUS
Gollo Leinder Land/Astasia Ashanti
3 WILLMAURS HYDEPARK HIPPIE
Kwint Juerikstall/Rodatt Zena
4 SUNDANEKA MYSTIQUE
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
5 AMBERG POPPY
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Java
6 ANDACHT I AM LEGION
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
7 FREEVALE CRAZY IN PINK
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy for Love
8 FREMONT WILD CHILD
As du Domaine du val DAulnoy/Fremont Quest To Win
9 BRUVIC TRAMONTANE MAGGIE
Cayos Noriswand/Bruvic Indian Summer
10 SHARDON OH SO BRIGHT
Jonkahra Matrix/Montarge Isle Pure Class
JUNIOR BITCH – Gradings 1-12 Very Good
1 SUNHAZE INTEGRITY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Intrigue
59cm – over medium size , medium strong, stretched, excellent type and expression, correct in top and underline,
croup has a good position, good angulation of the front very good angulation of the rear, correct frontline, steps
correct, powerful free movement with good ground cover.
2 SENMORA ALL ABOUT MAGIC
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess
61 cm – big, strong, more than stretched, very good type, strong head and expression, good top and underline,
good position of croup, correct angulation, correct frontline, hocks are not quite firm, well balanced movement with
very good ground cover.
3 KULGLEN GALEN
As du Domaine du val DAulnoy/Culglen Bridgid
60 cm – large, strong, stretched, very good type, good topline, a little pronounced in the underline, croup could be
longer, upper arm could be more angled, good rear angulation, correct frontline, elbows and hocks should be
firmer, well balanced movement with good ground cover.

4 DEBBAR PORSCHE
Debbar Fire Cracker/Debbar Camilia
61 cm – big, medium strong, stretched, feminine expression, good top and underline, croup is somewhat steep,
upper arm could be more angled, good hindquarter angulation, correct frontline, elbows should be firmer, very good
movement.
5 ASTASIA TELINA
Gollo Leinder Land/Astasia Dee
61 cm – big, medium strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head, eyes could be darker, good top pronounced
underline, croup should be longer and the upper arm more angulated, correct hindquarter angulation, correct
frontline hocks and elbows must become firmer, powerful drive, stepping high in
front.

6 BLUEMAX TANZIN
Quartz Danischen Hof/Bluemax Pippaniny
59 cm – over medium size, medium strong, stretched, excellent type and expression, correct in top and underline,
croup has a good position, good angulation of the front, very good angulation of the rear, correct frontline, steps
correct, powerful free movement with good ground cover.
7 JAKNELL HI PRIORITY
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Jaknell High Society
60 cm – large, medium strong, stretched, good topline somewhat short in underline, lower jaw should be more
pronounced, upper arm should be more angled, good angulation of the hindquarter, correct frontline, shows good
movement and front reach should be better.
8 HAUSOSIN EZY ON THEYE
Eisenland Fernando/Jentol Pcs Devil Onthrun
58 cm – over medium size, medium strong, stretched, very good pigmentation,, good head, lower jaw should be
more pronounced, good topline, croup should be longer, short upper arm, good hindquarter angulation, good
frontline, shows balanced movement with powerful drive and good front reach.
9 KIRCHBERG ACUTE BEAUTY
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Pendragan Bold As Brass
61.5 cm – top of the size, strong, stretched, strong head, good top short underline, short croup and upper arm,
good rear angulation, correct frontline, correct coming and going, drive should be more powerful and the front
reach more free.
10 AIMSWAY CINDY LANE
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Pinacolada
59.5 cm – over medium size, strong, somewhat stretched, good head and expression, good top and underline,
good position of croup, upper arm should be longer, good angulation in the rear, correct frontline, elbows must
become firmer, shows powerful movement with good front reach, bitch is out of show condition, ears must become
firmer.
11 ZENTAGO BACK IN STEP
Kwint Jueikstll/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
61 cm – top of the size, strong, stretched, good type, good head,correct topline, croup should be longer upper arm
must be more angulated, correct rear angulation, correct frontline, already deep in underline, elbows not quite firm,
the drive should be more effective, good front reach.
12 DURNSTEIN CHAMPAGNE
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
58 cm – medium size, strong, somewhat long, good pigmentation, good head eye should be darker, good top and
underline, short croup, upper arm should be longer, good hindquarter angulation, correct frontline, drive should be
more powerful, short front reach.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH – Gradings 1-11 Very Good 12-13 Good
1 *RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Rhakhani Class Action
61cm – top of the size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, very strong head, good topline, croup and upper arm
should be longer short underline, correct frontline, somewhat steep in pasterns, drive should be more powerful,
good front reach.
2 ASTASIA KARTCHA AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Astasia Pascha
59 cm – big, strong, stretched, good type, good expression, good topline short underline, upper arm and croup
should be longer, correct rear angulation, correct frontline, powerful drive front reach should be a little free-er.

3 *ASTERHUND EVANGELINA AZ
Uras Trafalga/Tonake Bianca Bell
60 cm – big, strong, excellent type, good head, eye should be somewhat darker, good top and underline, croup
should be longer, upper arm is steep, correct hindquarter angulation, correct frontline, shows well balanced
movement and good ground cover.
4 *SEIGEN YLANG YLANG AZ
Eisenland Fernando/Seigen Ygraine
60 cm – big, strong, stretched, very good type, correct topline pronounced underline, good position of croup, good
angulations, correct frontline, elbows are not firm, powerful movement with good ground cover.
5 WILLMAURS EAST END EFFIE AZ
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Rodatt Zena
58cm – medium size, medium strong, little more than stretched, excellent type, feminine expression, good top little
short underline, croup and upper arm should be longer, correct rear angulation, correct frontline, good ground
cover powerful movement should keep topline a little better.
6 *VOLSCAIN QUESTA AZ
KarolosWerther Muhle/Molly Werther Muhle

60 cm – big, strong, stretched, excellent type, good withers, croup should be somewhat longer,good angulaitons,
good frontline, underline is short, good drive, front reach should be more free and she should maintain her topline
better.
7 CH.SCHNEERBERG OSO ENCHANTIN AZ
Schneerberg LPure Talent/Freevale Jealous Eyes
60 cm – big, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head and expression, short neck, good top short
underchest, croup and upper arm must be longer, correct rear angulation, correct frontline, steps narrow, powerful
drive short front reach.
8 *SUNDANEKA IZZY STARDUST
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
60 cm – big, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, firm and dry, high withers, short croup, short upper arm, correct
hind angulation, correct frontline, somewhat deep and short underline, loose elbows, drive should be more
powerful, requires more front reach little bit short and deep.
9 AMBERG MISS DAISY BOO AZ
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Viva La Red
61.5 cm – top of the size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head, good expression, good topline, good
angulations, correct front somewhat short underline, forehand could be firmer, good drive good front reach.
10 TREUSCHUTZER TARTNA HALF AZ
Karlrach Another Half/Drepesh Miss Mary
61 cm – big strong more than stretched, good pigmentation, strong head, very big ears, right ear not quite correct,
good withers, croup and upper arm must be longer, correct rear angulation, pronounced short underline, correct
frontline. Good drive short front reach.
11 *KUIRAU RUBY AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
61 cm – big, strong, stretched, very strong head, flat withers, short croup, short upper arm, good hindquarter
angulation, short underline, correct frontline, steps little narrow in front and rear, in movement kicks up at rear and
front reach should be better.
12 ALDAINA BRONACK AZ
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
60 cm – big, medim strong,stretched, good pigmentation, good head, nice expression, good topline, short
underline, croup is somewhat steep, upper arm should be longer, good rear angulation, correct front,, elbows and
hocks must become firmer, good movement.
13 *CH.YUKISAN UKLA AZ
Scheer Tequila/Asuka di Casa Massarelli
59 cm – over medium size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good top, short underline, short croup, upper arm
should be longer, correct rear angulation, correct frontline, elbows should be firmer, movement should be more free
and powerful.
AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH – Gradings 1-2 Very Good
1 *BLUEMAX SHES THE ONE AZ
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Newedge Justa Joka
59 cm – over medium size, medium strong, somewhat long, firm and dry, good pigmentation, good top and
underline, good position of croup, upper arm should be a little longer, correct rear angulation, correct frontline, very
good movement.
2. *FREMONT TOO DARN HOT AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
59 cm – over medium size, medium strong, good pigmentation, flat withers, croup is short and somewhat steep,
upper arm should be longer correct rear angulation,, correct frontline, very deep short underline, good drive front
reach should be more free
OPEN BITCH – Gradings 1-15 Excellent
1

*ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ
Unox Aducht/Andacht Spearitr
60cm – correct size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, nice head and expression normal withers, short croup
upper arm should be more angled correct hindquarters, correct frontline, short underline, well balanced movement
good ground cover.
2
*CH.VLADIMIR ANARCHY AZ
Unshaus Storm Strike/Vladimir Olymp Brook
61 cm – big, strong, stretched, very good type and expression, good topline, pronounced somewhat short
underline, good position of croup, good angulation, correct frontline, elbows are not quite firm, powerful well
balanced movement with very good ground cover.
3
*KARMAY KOKODA AZ
Ambala Caprio/Indara Bit of Class

60 cm – correct size, strong, stretched, very good type, good head and expression, correct top pronounced
somewhat short underline, croup is a little steep, good angulations, correct frontline, good drive short front reach.
4
*BEMBOKA EVENING STAR AZ
Conkasha Oksana/Bemboka Cayla
61 cm – big, strong, stretched, excellent type,good head and expression, good top little pronounced in the
underline, croup and upper arm should be longer, correct hindquarter angulation, correct frontline, very balanced
movement good ground cover.
5
*BRUVIC KONTIKI AZ
Bruvic Bobbys Basko/Duval Alaskan Sunset
61 cm – big, strong, stretched, excellent type, good top and underline, croup could be longer, good angulations,
correct frontline, elbows are not quite firm, powerful drive good front reach.
6
*JAYKRI JUST A DASH CD AZ
Armando Bisscholfsheim/Astasia Demi
59 cm – over medium size, strong, more than stretched, excellent pigmentation, strong head, normal withers, croup
is somewhat steep, upper arm should be more angled, correct hindquarters, correct frontline, elbows must become
firmer, powerful drive good front reach well balanced.
7
*SUNDANEKA FRENCH KISS AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Xanadu
61 cm – big, strong, good pigment, good head and expression, good topline, good position of croup, good
angulations, good chest proportions, correct frontline, steps a little narrow, well balanced movement, front reach
should be more free.
8
*ASTASIA HOLLY AZ
Iccara Xman/Astasia Nara
60 cm – big, strong, more than stretched, good substance, strong head, good withers, croup and upper arm should
be longer, correct hindquarters, pronounced underline, correct frontline, steps narrow, elbows must be firmer, drive
should be more powerful and the front reach is not free enough.
9
*TANNALANE LAKOTA BELLE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantasia
61 cm – big, strong,stretched, good type, strong head, good expression, normal withers, short croup and upper
arm, good hindquarters, straight frontline, hocks must be firmer, good drive, good reach.
10
*CH.DEBBAR GEMMA AZ
Fanto Team Fiemereck/Debbar Camilla
60 cm – correct size, medium strong, stretched, good pigmentation, head is somewhat narrow, high withers, croup
is short, upper arm should be longer, good hindquarters, very deep and short in underline, correct frontline,
powerful drive, good front reach, well balanced.
11
*KUIRAU OCEANIA AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Kuirau Jubilation
63 cm – top of the size, strong, more than stretched, good pigmentation, good head, normal withers, croup and
upper arm are short, underline should be longer, correct hindquarters, elbows should be firmer, correct frontline,
powerful movement.
12

*SUNDANEKA BURMUDA ROSE AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
61 cm – big, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, good head and expression, good topline somewhat deep and
short in the underline, good angulation in front, correct angulation in the rear, correct frontline, hocks must become
firmer, drive should be more powerful and should hold better topline.
13
*SUNHAZE ANIQUE AZ
Ambala Caprio/Sunhaze Gizelle
59 cm – over medium size, medium strong, good type, good pigmentation, good head and expression, flat withers,
croup should be somewhat longer, good angulations, good underline, correct frontline, hocks and elbows should be
firmer, movement should be more free and powerful and should hold better topline.
14
*KUIRAU PERFECT LINK AZ
Kuirau Lincoln/Kuirau Nice N Easy
60.5 cm – correct size, strong, stretched, good pigmentation, stop should be more pronounced, flat withers, short
croup, short upper arm, good hindquarter angulation, correct frontline, steps narrow, good movement.
15
*SIOBAHN PANACHE AZ
Dellahund Justa Crusader/Siobahn Aurora
59 cm – over medium size, strong, more than stretched, good pigmentation, normal withers, good position of croup,
good angulations, pronounced underline, correct frontline, normal drive good front reach, falling on the forehand.
CHALLENGE BITCH

*RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ

RESERVE BITCH

*ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ

BEST IN SHOW

*WILLMAURS COCKNEY BILL AZ

RUNNER-UP
BEST BABY PUPPY
OPPOSITE BABY
BEST MINOR
OPPOSITE MINOR
BEST PUPPY
OPPOSITE PUPPY
BEST JUNIOR
OPPOSITE JUNIOR
BEST INTERMEDIATE
OPPOSITE INT.
BEST AUST. BRED
OPPOSITE AUS.BRED
BEST OPEN
OPPOSITE OPEN

*RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ
JENTOL BUNNTYS ULTERIOR MOTIVE
ARKKU DIAMOND DIVA
SEIGEN KISS N TELL
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY
BLUEMAS SOFIE
CONKASHA QUANTUM RAIDER
`SUNHAZE INTEGRITY
SCHNEERBERG FIRE STORM
*RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ
*LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS AZ
*BLUEMAX SHEZ THE ONE AZ
*CH.TREUSCHUTZER TIKLME ELMO AZ
*WILLMAURS COCKNEY BILL AZ
*ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ

Dogs NSW Spring Fair Show Sunday, November 23rd, 2008
OPEN DOG WINNER
DOG CHALLENGE & BEST OF BREED

OPEN BITCH WINNER & RESERVE CHALLENGE
BITCH

* WILLMAURS COCKNEY BILL AZ

* ANDACHT SUPER FORTRESS AZ

AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG
*CH TREUSCHUTZER TICKLEME ELMO AZ

AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH
* BLUEMAX SHEZ THE ONE AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG, RESERVE CHALLENGE
DOG & RUNNER UP BEST OF BREED
* LASHADAS ACE OF HEARTS AZ

INTERMEDIATE BITCH & BITCH CHALLENGE

JUNIOR DOG
SCHNEEBERG FIRE STORM AZ

JUNIOR BITCH
SUNHAZE INTEGRITY AZ

PUPPY DOG
CONKASHA QUANTAM RAIDER

PUPPY BITCH
BLUEMAX SOFIE

* RHAKHANI SLEEK CHASSIS AZ

MINOR PUPPY DOG
SIOBAHN KENTUCKY

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
SEIGEN KISS N TELL

BABY PUPPY DOG
JENTOL BUNNTYS ULTERIOR MOTIVE

BABY PUPPY BITCH
ARKKU DIAMOND DIVA

Official show photos supplied by Ingo and Karon Lee Kahl

Judges: Dogs Mr Peter Flynn (Vic) Bitches – Mr A Henderson (Vic)
Baby Dog
1 Fremont Wet Willy
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulney/Fremont Quest to Win
2 Conkastia Quantam Raider
Joanchell Condor/Conkasha Vanta
3 Freevale Strike Me Pink
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy For Love
4 Aimsway Rolling Stone
Aimsway Stone Cold/Aimsway Bobby Sue
5 Aimsway Aces High
As D Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Aimsway Multiply
6 Schneeberg Dnt Hold Back
Lashadas Xhibishionist/Freevale Jealous Eyes

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Minor Dog
1 Freevale Causin Chaos
Cayos Noriswand/Eigenschaft Regal Flame
2 Siersha Archer
Aimsway Stone Cold/Siersha Queen Onabbu
3 Dellahund Quiver N Rave
Karlos Werther Muhle/Dellahund Ice Melody
4 Andacht I Am Legend
Cayos Noriswand/Turnberry Super Impose
5 Vladimir Chicka Wah Wah
Uras Trafalga/Vladimir Olymp Brook
6 Ramorra Don Corleone
Uras Trafalga/Nitezest Tatiana
7 Sundaneka Mayko
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
Puppy Dog
1 Schneeberg Fire Storm
Scheer Jose Cuervo/Schneeberg Pure Charm
2 Fremont Valiant Prince
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Fremont Quest for Gold
3 Brayline Outa Neutral
Andacht Don Pedro/Ambala Tierra
4 Carobria Quaigon
Durnstein Zulu Warrior/Carobria Krispy Creme
5 Senmora All A Buzz

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Dellahund Desert Driver/Conksha Wicked Princess
Junior Dog
1 Dellahund Party Prize AZ
Dellahund Desert Driver/Dellahund High N Posh
2 Fremont TooHot ToHandle AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
3 Surihaze Outragious
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Lyca
4 Durnstein Captain Kirk
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
5 Andacht Armando
Andacht Don Pedro/Andacht Quina
6 Lawine Zasko
Cayos Noriswand/Siobahn Nadja
7 Sundaneka Jetstream
Sundaneka Ned Kelly/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
8 Kingland Rafael
Andacht Don Pedro/Kingland Chilli Pepper
9 Aljudan Create Astorm
Jonkahra Matrix/Aljudan Catch Twentitoo

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

10 Siobahn Titan
Aldaina Wizard/Siobahn Barcelona
11 Kelinpark Quasar AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kelinpark Indian Summer
12 Montarge Isle Bisktaker
Montarge Isle Little Gus/Montarge Isle Imogen

Very Good
Very Good
Good

Intermediate Dog
1* Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Spellbinder Kellys Pride
2 Freevale Sweet Lachlan
Aimsway Stone Cold/Freevale Crazy For Love
3 Kuirau Quinlan AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuiau Fantasia
4 * Lashadas Exhibitionist AZ
Uras Trafalgar/Spellbinda Kellyspride
5 * Dellahund Kic Atinalong AZ
Uras Trafalga/Dellahunhd Unique Harmony
6 Aduele Fortune Hunter AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/duele Divine Diva
7 Kuirau Quade AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Fantasia
8 Amberg Lexus AZ
Diego Hasseltal/amberg Akiko
9 * Conkasha Whiskey AZ
Uras Trafalga/Conkasha Okalani
Open Dog
1 * As Du Domaine Du VaI d'Aulnoy (Imp Fm)
Zamp Thermodos/Prissa du Domaine du Val d'Aulnoy
2 * Narathor Jazz Wahn Dane AZ
Astana Ywo/Bhuachaille Jazz Leader
3 * Uras von Trafalga (imp.Gmy) aZ
Fimo Kirchhok/Iris Trafalga
4 * Aimsway Stone Cold AZ
Karlrach Stone Th Crows/Aimsway Santa Montezz
5 * Uhlmsdorf Tiroler Tommy AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Uhlmsdorf Posh Spice
6 * Rhosyn Jumanji AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Rhosyn Onyr Bloom
7 * Diego v Hasseltal (Gmy) aZ
Xadro Bad Boll/Odessa Demner Stasse
8 Ch Montarge Isle Little Gus AZ
Shardon Grandmaster/Alncrys Omega
9 * Alncrys Tracker AZ
Gagarin Bad Boll/Alncrys Leezel

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Very Good
Very Good

Baby Bitch

1 Shardon Oh So Bright
Jonkahra Matrix/Montarge Isle Pure Class
2 Fremont Wonder Woman
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Fremont Quest to Win
3 Fremont Wild Child
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Fremont Quet To Win
4 Sunhaze Hoping
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Chicago Hope
5 Aimsway Winnee
Aimsway Stone Cold/Aimsway Bobbi Sue
6 Freevale Tickled Pink
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy For Love
7 Kuirau Shahera
Kwint Juerikstall/Kuira Jubilation

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

8 Schneeberg Neva Back Dwn
Lashadas Xhibitionist/Freevale Jealous Eyes
9 Freevale Pretty In Pink
Cayos Noriswand/Freevale Crazy For Love

Very Promising
Very Promising

Minor Puppy Bitch

1 Tannalane Dixie Chick
Cayos Noriswand/Druann Fantasia
2 Sundaneka Mischka
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundneka Burmuda Rose
3 Sundaneka Mystique
Sannjesa Crusty Demon/Sundaneka Burmuda Rose
4 Siersha Empire Rose
Aimsway Stone Cold/Siersha Queen Onabbu
5 Amberg Poppy
Diego Hasseltal/Amberg Java
6 Sunhaze Nibblz
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Cherish
7 Shilbeck Un's Poppy
Uras Trafalga/Uhlmsdorf Wry Hero
8 Kirchberg Acute Beauty
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Pendragan Bols as Brass

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Puppy Bitch

1 Jaknell Hi Priority
Sannjesa Crusty Demn/Jaknell Hi Society
2 Zentago Back In Step
Kwint Juerickstall/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
3 Aimsway Chewbacca
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Aimsway Milkado
4 Aimsway Frayed Knot
As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy/Aimsway Red Handed
5 Eaglevale Bondi Blonde
Aimsway Abacus/Sheznova Jorja Belle
6 Semora All About Magic
Dellahund Desert Driver/Conkasha Wicked Princess

Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising
Very Promising

Junior Bitch
1 Aldaina Bronack
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Bijanka
2 Fremont Too Darn Hot AZ
Nujaclyn Latin Dancer/Fremont Quest To Win
3 Sunhaze Marshmello AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sunhaze Giselle
4 Sundaneka lzzy Stardust
Orpheus Krauterweise/Sundaneka Tulua
5 Rhakhani Sleek Chassis AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Rhakhani Class Action
6 Vonnstein Makin Cayos AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Sonnentahl Ultra Magic
7 Dumstein Champagne
Cayos Noriswand/Durnstein Zensation
8 Kuirau Ruby AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Kuirau Jubilation
9 Narathor Finn Femme Fatale
Glenbala Wild Grand Finale/Bhuchaille Over All
10 Aimsway Colada
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Pinacolada
11 Eaglevale Bal Masque
Aimsway Abacus/Sheznova Jorja Belle
12 Dellahund One Too Fancy AZ

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Promising
Very Good

Dellahund High N Mighty/Dellahund Wild Woman
13 Conkasha Sarina AZ
Cayos Noriswand/Conkasha Vanta
14 Takimbre Viking Lass
Bart Renix Haus/Schwartzlic Echo
15 Lindenhelm Angels Amelie AZ
Yacko Holtkamper See/Uhlmsdorf Undacover Angel
16 Aldaina Berdine AZ
Ambala Caprio/Aldaina Binanka
17 Volscain Quella
Karols Werther Muhle/Molle Wether Muhle
18 Sundaneka Jamaican Kiss
Sundaneka Ned Kelly/Sundaneka Bonnie Belle
19 Andacht Adelita
Andacht Don Pedro/Andact Quina

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Good
Good

Intermediate Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

* Sunhaze Anique AZ
Ambala Caprio/Sunhaze Giselle
Amberg Miss Daisy Boo
Diego Hasseltal/AmbergViva La Red
Dellahund Kic N Katch
Uras Trafalga/Dellahund Unique Harmony
* Aimsway Milarky AZ
Aimsway Aramis/imsway Milwaukee
Ch Schneeberg Oso Enchantin
Schneeberg Pure Talent/Freevale Jealous Eye
Kuirau Oceania AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Milwaukee
Tannalane Lakota Belle AZ
Ambala Caprio/Druann Fantgasia
Iccara Long Kiss Good Nite AZ
Iccara Undercover Agent/Iccra Bottylicious
Zentago Nu Vogue AZ
Eigenschaft Heartbreaker/Eigenschaft Mystic Step
Drepesh Stars Do Shine AZ
Orpheus Krauterweise/Drepesh Miss Jane
Amberg Java AZ
Jasso Bimsgrube/AmbergAkiko
*Ch Yukisan Ukia AZ
Scheer Tequila/asuka di Csa Massarelli
* Amstelpels Aneka AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Turnberry Sherley
Sheznova Star Esprit
Igor Pallas Athene/Sheznova Belle Esprit
Cossavane Rhapsody AZ
Diego Hasseltal/Unshaus High N Mighty

Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Ungraded

Open Bitch
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

* Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Aimsway Ecuador
* Karmay Kokoda AZ
Ambala Caprio/Indara Bit O Class
* Sunhaze Chicago Hope AZ
Sunhaze Gangster/Sunhaze Taylor Made
* Sundaneka Burmuda Rose AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
* Uhlmsdorf Undacover Angel AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Uhlmsdorf Cappucino
* Tumberry Shirley AZ
Turnberry Brahama/Turnberry Super Sal;
* Fremont Quest to Win AZ

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent

Mischalands Calvin/Fremont Hot Property
* Siersha Queen Onabbu AZ
ScheerTequila/Rufstone Charlette
9
* Andacht Wind Power AZ
Andacht Don Pedro/andcht Wind Starke
10
* Conkasha Vanta AZ
Uras Trafalga/Cnkasha Sharlette
11
* Sundaneka Bonnie Belle AZ
Uras Trafalga/Sundaneka Tulua
1 2 * Bemboka Evening Star AZ
Conkasha Oksana/Bemboka Cayla
13
* Kuirau Perfect Link AZ
Kuirau Linchln/Kuirau Nice N Easy
1 4 * Sundaneka Calypso Queen AZ
Aimsway Abacus/Sundaneka Xanadu
1 5 * Fleta Prides Georgiana AZ
Brezlin Levitate/Fleta Vella
1 6 * Stunadel BeemerAZ
Stundel Odin/Stunadel Nympho
GENERAL SPECIALS
8

BEST IN SHOW

* Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ

BEST DOG

* As Du Domaine Du VaI d'Aulnoy (Imp Fm)

RUNNER UP BEST
DOG

* Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ

BEST BITCH

* Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ

RUNNER UP BEST
BITCH

* Karmay Kokoda AZ

BEST OPPOSITE
BEST BABY

Fremont Wet Willy

BEST MINOR

Freevale Causin Chaos

BEST PUPPY

Jaknell Hi Priority

BEST JUNIOR

Dellahund Party Prize AZ

BEST INTERMEDIATE

* Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ

BEST OPEN

* Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ

Obedience Results
Judge -Mr.Daryl Turley (NSW)
CCD
1st place Fremont Valient Prince with a score of 85 out of 100.
2nd place Ch Bolscot Aurora AZ with a score of 84 out of 100.
Novice
1st place Bolscot Van Helsing AZ with a score of 193 out of 200.
2nd place Lorafior Monnalissa CCD with a score of 183 out of 200.
Open
1st place Masterton Real Mackoy CDX with a score of 195 out of 200
2nd Place Druann Dascha CDX AZ with a score of 192 out of 200.
3rd place Schakim Oliver C.D.T.D with a score of 186 out of 200.
U.D.
No qualifiers
All competitors with a score of 190 plus attained an excellent medallion.

Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Excellent
Ungraded

GSDL June 2008 Show & Obedience Trial
BEST DOG AND OPEN DOG WINNER

BEST IN SHOW, BEST BITCH AND OPEN BITCH
WINNER

* As Du Domaine Du VaI d'Aulnoy (Imp Fm)

*Aimsway Cherry Cola AZ

INTERMEDIATE DOG

INTERMEDIATE BITCH

* Lashadas Ace Of Hearts AZ

* Sunhaze Anique AZ

JUNIOR DOG

JUNIOR BITCH

Dellahund Party Prize AZ

Aldaina Bronack

PUPPY DOG

PUPPY BITCH

Schneeberg Fire Storm

Jaknell Hi Priority

MINOR PUPPY DOG

MINOR PUPPY BITCH

Freevale Causin Chaos

Tannalane Dixie Chick

BABY PUPPY DOG

BABY PUPPY BITCH

Fremont Wet Willy

Shardon Oh So Bright

Official show photos supplied by Ingo and Karon Lee Kahl

We would like to thank the following for sponsoring our Show.

PETstock Animal Supplies Penrith
Shop 1, 61-79 Henry Street
Penrith N.S.W. 2750
Phone 4721 4842
Email penrith@petstock.com.au
Suppliers of every thing Animal, Aquariums,
Stock supplies,Bird supplies PETstock has the
lot . Come and see us at our premises and
mention you are from the G.S.D.L. and we will
look after you

OEM Petcare
PO Box 119 Cherrybrook
Phone 02 9980 5699
Website www.oempetcare.com
Manufacturers of
Spot On and A La Carte Dry Dog Food
And suppliers of Pigs ears and hocks and
all other ranges of pet supplies

